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On the whole, I'd rather 
be in Philadelphia. 
W.C. Fields 
(His own epitaph) 
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Truth in all its kinds is most difficult to win ; 
and truth in medicine is the most difficult of 
all. 
Peter Mere Latham 
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The Sesquicentennial Class 
Anniversaries are more than just landmarks. Anni-
versaries are a time for taking inventory, a time of 
looking backward to see how far we have come, and a 
time of looking forward to see where we have yet to 
go. 
The Jefferson Medical College graduating class of 
1974 is the sesquicentennial class, the doctors who 
graduate on the 150th anniversary of the founding of 
the college. 
What special significance does the sesquicentennial 
hold for the graduates? 
It is true that we are heirs to a century and a half of 
medical traditions and medical leadership. It is also 
true that we stand on a unique threshold. It is a thresh-
old at which plans for medical care and medical educa-
tion in the next half century have been articulated and 
launched. The master plan that Jefferson has adopted 
and the Sesquicentennial Campaign has launched to 
implement that master plan can be a great moment in 
medical history. One must recall, however, that great 
moments in history are not always 
moments of fanfare, nor are they rec-
ognized as great moments until they 
are seen in retrospect. Jefferson· s 
master plan does represent a turning 
point in medical education and the 
medical care that will be based upon 
it in the next half century. It is 
addressed to the predictable needs of 
the future and is structured to: 
1. Make medical care 
readily available to all 
who need it when they 
need it: 
2. Increase the efficiency 
of health care by distrib-
uting specific tasks to 
members of a broad 
spectrum health care 
team, and 
3. Shift the emphasis of 
medical care from cure 
to prevention. 
These are in no way minor objec-
tives. Their adoption by the Board of Trustees on the 
eve of Jefferson's Susquicentennial places the spot 
light on the graduating class of 1974. Members of the 
class of '74 constitute the vanguard of Jefferson 
graduates who can translate these objectives into 
reality. 
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A Sesquicentennial Campaign was launched in 
January, 1973, to seek the funds that implementation 
of the master plan will require. The total objective of 
that Sesquicentennial Campaign amounts to more than 
$84 million. Just one third of that amount-or $25 mil-
lion-will be raised from private sources, individuals, 
foundations, and corporations who want to be identi-
fied with this significant undertaking. The major por-
tion of the total goal will be funded from other 
sources. Tax exempt bonds will provide $53 million for 
a clinical teaching facility. The Pennsylvania Higher 
Education Facilities Authority will provide more than 
$6 million for student housing. The bricks and mortar, 
however, are only the vehicles in which the vital part 
part of the Sesquicentennial master plan can develop. 
The essence of Jefferson's plans lies in the programs 
that will enable Jefferson to meet the needs that have 
been identified. 
Nor is this sesquicentennial without fanfare. 
In March, 1974 the symposium on the Basic Sciences 
identifies some of the problems to 
which we as class members may 
either contribute solutions or uti-
lize in our practice the solutions 
others may contribute. 
In April the dedication of the 
new Radiation Therapy Center at 
Thomas Jefferson University high-
lighted the advanced facilities that 
have contributed so much to our 
own medical education. A high-
light of the new center is a 45-
million-electron-volt betatron. It is 
one of only five in the United 
States. The nearest one is located in 
Boston. 
. .. and commencement itself is 
doubly memorable because it is the 
midpoint of the 150th year. 
The special significance of mem-
bership in the sesquicentennial 
graduating class lies in th!:' identi-
fication with a turning point in 
medical history. How conspicious 
that turning point becomes will depend upon our own 
determination, dedication and service. 
All Sesquicentennial Copy by 
Stanley Grliham 
Vice-President for Developfrient 
all pictures courtesy of same 
The Master Plan 
Major Elements in Jefferson's Master Plan 
The Master Plan adopted by Thomas Jefferson Uni-
versity has been carefully evolved, tested, challenged 
and refined over a four year period that began in 1969. 
As finally adopted, the Master Plan seeks to bring about 
those changes that will bring health care to underserved 
urban and rural areas, and will provide opportunities in 
the health care field to populations that have tradition-
ally regarded health care as something unavailable to 
them, either as a service or as a career. These represent 
objectives of the Master Plan. The elements of the 
Master Plan to make those objectives possible center 
about four parts that are visibly dramatic. 
In formulating the Master Plan Jefferson has worked 
with the Philadelphia Hospital Survey Committee. As it 
now stands the Hospital Survey Committee has ap-
proved those portions of the Master Plan that fall 
within the committee's purview. 
The most dramatic of these is the clinical teaching 
facility . It is a four hundred bed replacement hospital 
scheduled for construction in the block bounded by 
11th, Chestnut, 10th and Sansom Streets. When com-
pleted it will represent a 10 or 11 story structure that 
will provide new concepts in health care to Center City 
and South Philadelphia populations. 
In addition to four hundred beds for in-patient ser-
vices it is equipped to provide health care for 200,000 
out-patient visits each year. Between each floor in the 
clinical teaching facility will be levels devoted to physi-
cians' offices. Thus a physician may see in the same 
location the patients he attends on an out-patient basis 
and the patients whose illnesses require hospitaliza-
tion. X-ray services, pharmaceutical needs and labora-
tory tests can be provided in the clinical teaching facil-
ity as well, so that a patient may receive one stop health 
care in the facility that is being planned. 
It should be noted that tax ratable commercial space 
is planned for the stre~t level of the clinical teaching 
facility along 11th, Chestnut and 10th Streets. In addi-
tion to that, the physicians' offices will also be tax 
ratable. 
Wills Eye Hospital has signed an affiliation agree-
ment with Thomas Jefferson University. Rather than 
build a separate facility, Wills Eye plans a condo-
minium arrangement occupying the top two floors of 
the clinical teaching facility . This condominium 
arrangement will provide beds for Wills Eye patients at 
the same time it will avoid costly duplication of labora-
tory facilities, operating rooms and other service activi-
ties required by all hospitals. 
Cost of the clinical teaching facility has been esti-
mated at $53,000,000. The money is to come from tax 
exempt bonds issued under the aegis of a Philadelphia 
Development Authority or a comparable agency. A bill 
authorizing creation of such Authority has been intro-
duced into Philadelphia's City Council, and hearings on 
the measure have been completed. 
Student housing is badly needed. Jefferson's one 
housing facility, the Orlowitz Residence, located at 10th 
and Walnut Streets, has a waiting list more than twice 
its present capacity. Studies have documented an 
increasing demand for student housing. Therefore, 
Thomas Jefferson University plans both low-rise and 
high-rise units for the area east of 10th between Walnut 
and Locust Streets. Financing for the low-rise section of 
this plan has been approved by the Pennsylvania Higher 
Education Facilities Authority. The low-rise will pro-
vide 122 apartments and the high-rise to be completed 
at a later date will provide 180 more apartments in an 18 
story structure. 
The Health Services Center Thomas Jefferson Uni-
versity Hospital is now organizing will be located in the 
former Edison Building on the southwest corner of 
Sansom and 9th Streets. This Center will contain private 
physicians' offices plus all the related laboratory and 
clinical services that make it possible for ambulatory 
patients to meet their primary and some secondary 
health needs in that facility. The emphasis will be 
placed on comprehensive family health services so that 
the service pattern that is developed in the Health 
Services Building can be transferred as an operating 
entity to the clinical teaching facility when the latter is 
completed and ready for occupancy. By that time we 
project enrollment in the College of Allied Health 
Sciences to be about 1500 students-2112 times what it is 
today. The Health Services Center will then be turned 
over completely to the College of Allied Health 
Sciences. 
Some parts of Jefferson's Master Plan will qualify 
for approval under terms of the Pennsylvania Neighbor-
hood Assistance Act. The Health Services Center is one 
section of the Master Plan that can qualify. Under terms 
of the Neighborhood Assistance Act any business or 
corporation that pays a Pennsylvania corporate tax can 
subtract from its tax due to the Commonwealth half of 
any gift that is used in support of an authorized pro-
gram. Jefferson's application for Neighborhood Assis-
tance Act approval is pending in Harrisburg at this 
moment, and final approval is expected shorlty. 
A fourth element in this Master Plan is a facility that 
combines classroom and laboratory space with parking 
accomodations that will be needed when the Health 
Services Center and later, the Clinical Teaching 
Facility, become fully operational. 
In two structures adjacent to 10th and 11th Streets on 
the north side of Locust, we have approval for 400 park-
ing spaces in two low towers. Between the two struc-
tures we will have an open mall connecting Jefferson 
Alumni Hall and the Scott Library. At a later date, 
when our new programs and increased enrollments 
require them, we plan classroom and laboratory space 
in a structure that will extend over the parking facili-
ties and the mall. Jefferson's programs in continuing 
medical education, and others planned, already presage 
the need for such a facility. 
As indicated above, the visually dramatic parts of 
Jefferson's Master Plan are the buildings that are 
vehicles for vital programs of medical education and 
health care. The necessities behind Jefferson's Master 
Plan, however, are the objectives it will enable us to 
reach: viz., high quality health care available to every-
one, and professional career opportunities, particularly 
for the population groups that have heretofore felt 
themselves excluded from the health care industry. 
Fellowships, Scholarships, and Loans 
Almost 15 percent of the Sesquicentennial Cam-
paign's $25 million goal will be allocated to fellowships, 
scholarships, and loans. The sum earmarked for these 
needs is $3,600,000. 
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The need of this support as one of the Sesquicenten-
nial Campaign goals reveals itself in figures that docu-
ment a clear trend. The percentage of students in Jeffer-
son Medical College who have received aid in the form 
of scholarships or loans ranges from less than 11 percent 
before 1960 to more than 50 percent today. In one 
of the last four years, the percentage was higher than 
60 percent. 
The costs of medical education are particularly 
significant for two reasons: First, they impinge upon 
medical students at the very time they are seeking an 
education upon which their life-long earnings will be 
based. Secondly, education is an investment that large-
ly determines the future well-being of our society. 
These same analyses indicate that assistance to any 
student may range between 35 and 85 percent of his 
annual expenses. Recent experience with state and fed-
eral programs of tuition assistance has shown that funds 
may not be available at the time a student needs them. 
Taken together, these programs do not guarantee that 
all tuition assistance needs are met. 
It is axiomatic to say that health is an investment. 
Good health is the basis for all enterprise, all human 
endeavor and activity. It follows that investments which 
raise the general levels of health and health care reduce 
the costs of curing illness. 
Education parallels health as an investment that is 
basic to other enterprise. The dividends paid upon in-
vestments in medical education, however, are greater 
than those returned by education in general. These are 
the dividends of better quality health care available to 
all patients whom a doctor will attend during his or her 
professional career. The "multiplication factor" that 
ripples outward from an investment in medical educa-
tion is generally greater than that which characterizes 
investments in other intangibles. 
It is to insure that financial assistance will be avail-
able for those who need it that Jefferson seeks this 
amount for fellowships, scholarships, and loans. 
The fellowship segment of this goal serves a slightly 
different but related purpose. Academic medicine offers 
its own, often unique, rewards to outstanding graduates 
in medicine. It is particularly important for the future 
of medical education, that research in the biological 
sciences, and in medical care be subject to the multipli-
cation factor that outstanding doctors can achieve 
through teaching careers. An outstanding doctor can 
multiply the number of patients who benefit from his 
insights and understanding, by as many students as he 
may face throughout his career, if he enters academic 
medicine. The honor fellowships Jefferson seeks to fund 
in its Sesquicentennial Campaign will help. to attract the 
most talented young scientists and physicians who 
might otherwise be lost to academic mediciqe. 
In its search for fellowship, scholarship and loan 
funds, Jefferson wants to insure that no student finds it 
necessary to leave the College because of financial 
need alone. 
5 ...,.. ____ ...... 
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Clinical Teaching Facility 
The Clinical Teaching Facility is more than a build-
ing, more than two buildings; it is a concept designed 
to equate medical education with a more responsive 
health care system. 
When it is completed, the Clinical Teaching Facility 
will incorporate both a new 400 in-patient structure to 
be constructed between 11th, Chestnut, 10th and 
Sansom Streets and a renovated Foerderer Pavilion. 
Bridges over Sansom Street will correlate patient care 
areas in both buildings. 
In the new structure, 400 in-patient beds will be situ-
ated on alternate floors. Between these floors, physi-
cians offices and supporting services will provide out-
patient care. The contiguity of in-patient and out-
patient care insures a comprehensive range of clinical 
experience for senior medical students and will mani-
fest the increasing emphasis upon ambulatory care that 
can be documented as the dominant pattern of health 
care in the future. 
Laboratory and ancillary services will be constructed 
along the south side of the new building (parallel to 
Sansom Street) so that they will be readily accessible to 
patient areas to the north and in the renovated Foerder-
er Pavilion to the south. 
Between the laboratory and ancillary services floors, 
the mechanical functions will be installed. Installation 
in this manner assures maximum flexibility as the needs 
served in the Clinical Teaching Facility change. It also 
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permits the easiest possible access for maintenance and 
other care. 
A formal agreement of affiliation with Wills Eye Hos-
pital and Jefferson has been completed. Wills Eye 
Hospital will serve as Jefferson's Department of 
Ophthalmology and will occupy, under a condominium 
arrangement, a tenth and eleventh floor on the new 
Clinical Teaching Facility. 
Ground level along 11th, Chestnut, and 10th Streets 
will be rented as commercial space so that taxable 
income to the City can be maintained. 
While the Clinical Teaching Facility comprises both 
the Foerderer Pavilion and new building, Jefferson's 
total bed capacity will be reduced when these facilities 
become operational. From its present level of 660 beds, 
the in-patient capacity will be reduced to 585 beds. The 
anticipated volume of out-patient service is estimated 
at 200,000 visits per year. 
One level of amenity will be offered all patients 
utilizing the Clinical Teaching Facility. Accomodations 
throughout the new building in-patient floors will offer 
single-bed rooms only. These will be far more efficient 
for clinical teaching and the rate of bed utilization will 
be higher. The single-bed room arrangement eliminates 
the transfers and vacancies necessitated by considera-
tions of contagion, gender and patient incompatability. 
, 
Health Sciences Center 
~--------: 
Health Sciences Center 
It sometimes seems to a patient that he should start 
with a travel plan if he hopes to obtain health care. 
Picture his first visit to the family physician. There he is 
directed to a laboratory in another part of town for a 
series of tests. At still another laboratory, his third stop, 
he has x-rays made. Back to his family physician, he is 
referred to a specialist for still another exam. From 
there it is back to the family physician and from there 
one more visit is required, this time to the pharmacy. 
Such a pattern is not uncommon. An unfortunate 
aspect of such segmented health care is that it obviates 
the possibility of educational programs that should be 
conducted at each point at which the patient receives 
some health care or attention. 
The antithesis of this pattern is what Jefferson plans 
in its Health Sciences Center. The Health Sciences 
Center will be developed in what was the Edison 
Building at 9th and Sansom Streets. Through a program 
of integration of all ambulatory services, Jefferson will 
achieve substantial advantages in the levels of health 
care provided, the educational programs that are 
concurrent with this health care, and the funding 
through which payment for health care is achieved. In 
the new Health Sciences Center, Jefferson can make a 
comprehensive range of care readily accessible for 
every patient. For the patient, his travel plan is con-
densed into a one-stop visit where all medical special-
ties, laboratory and other ancillary services will be 
readily available. 
From a teaching standpoint, medical students, resi-
dents, and allied health students will participate in a 
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program of primary care on an ambulatory basis that is 
responsible to current and future patterns of need. 
In military terms, the Health Sciences Center will 
serve as the staging area in which a comprehensive 
spectrum of health care can be assembled, balanced and 
tested. At such time as the new building in the Clinical 
Teaching Facility becomes operational, the integrated 
services of the family physician, the physicians in 
specialty areas, the laboratory and ancillary services 
can be moved in toto with the assurance that they are 
already fully operational. 
As such a move gets under way, the College of Allied 
Health Sciences will move into this facility so that it can 
be fully located there once the move is completed. 
The overriding advantages of such integrated services 
on an ambulatory basis are the opportunities it provides 
for clinical experience in the educational programs that 
relate to the complete experience in the educational 
programs that relate to the complete spectrum of health 
care and medical sevices. 
Student Housing 
When the first occupants moved into the Orlowitz 
Residence Hall in September, 1968, no one expected 
that five years later the waiting list would be twice the 
accommodations available. 
Th_e ratio, however, documents the continuing and 
growmg need for student residence facilities on the 
Jefferson growing need for student residence facilities 
on the Jefferson campus. Within the Sesquicentennial 
master plan, are commitments to new student resi-
dences to be built east of 10th Street, between Walnut 
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and Locust Streets. 
The complete facility will offer 312 units by the time 
it is completed. The plans are to construct 122 low-rise 
units initially. None of these will be higher than a third 
floor level. In the second phase, 180 units will be added 
in a high rise that is somewhat similar to the Orlowitz 
Residence. The new student housing will surround the 
Stein Research Laboratories on three sides. 
Construction started in the Spring of 1974 and the 
first occupants can expect to move in about one year 
later. 
Parking Facilities and 
New Classroom Building 
Despite the most pessimistic predictions about auto-
mobiles that grow from the energy crisis, the need for 
parking adjacent to the Jefferson campus represents a 
continuing crisis of its own. 
That need combines with a projected need for addi-
tional classroom and laboratory space to serve new 
programs and Jefferson's expanding program of contin-
uing education. To meet these combined needs, Jeffer-
son plans a four level, 400-car parking facility between 
Scott Library and Jefferson Alumni Hall. The parking 
facility will offer two levels underground and two levels 
above ground. The two levels above ground will rise 
only 18 feet above the street. As the accompanying illus-
tration shows, the levels above ground will occupy only 
two-thirds of the distance between 10th and 11th 
streets. The center one-third along Locust Street will 
constitute a mall that ties the entrance to Jefferson 
Alumni Hall to the arches of Scott Library. 
At some future date, additional classroom and labora-
tory space will be necessary to accommodate new pro-
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grams and Jefferson's programs of continuing medical 
education. What Jefferson has done in continuing medi-
cal education is far more than most people appreciate. 
The most recent annual tabulation shows that more than 
8,400 physicians attended 240 meetings that Jefferson 
conducted for the most part in Pennsylvania and Dela-
ware. The need for continuing medical education is 
axiomatic. The facilities to conduct appropriate courses 
are extremely limited on the Jefferson campus at the 
present time. A new classroom building conceived as a 
structure above the parking facility will enable J effer-
son to increase the number of physicians who can up-
date and review on the Jefferson campus their areas of 
specialty and interest. The parking facility is being 
constructed in such a manner that a classroom and 
laboratory building can span the parking platforms 
bridging the mall at a future time when off-campus 
seminars for continuing education courses no longer 
prove adequate. 
The parking facility itself is not only designed to meet 
existing needs but to anticipate those that will be 
created by the Clinical Teaching Facility, the Health 
Sciences Center, and the growing continuing education 
mode. 
SENIORS 
\ . 
• 
JOSEPH SALVATORE AGNELLO, JR., M.D. 
Washington Crossing, PA. 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Phi Chi, Class Treasurer, Student Council Secretary, Vice-Pres-
ident, President, Pediatric Society Coordinator Freshman Orien-
tation, Interview Orientation Committee, Advisory Council · to 
Commissioner Higher Education. 
Married Coreen Joan Steinbach, 1973 
Pediatrics 
ALICE ANN ANGELO, M.D. 
New Castle, Delaware 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
Family Physicians Society 
Internal Medicine or Family Practice 
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JAYD. AMSTERDAM, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Alumni and Public Affairs Committee Gibbon Society, Ariel Cir-
culation Editor 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
BARBARA F. ATKINSON, M.D. 
Columbus, Ohio 
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Representative to Master Planning Com-
mittee 
Married G. William Atkinson, M.D., 1964 
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WARD BECKER, M.D. 
Valley View, Pennsylvania 
Phi Alpha Si~ma, Intrafraternity Sports, lntrafraternity Council 
Member (1972 ) 
Married Linda Reitz, 1973 
Family Practice 
BRUCE C. BERGER, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Kappa Beta Phi, Phi Chi Presiding Senior, Hare Society, Student 
Council 
Internal Medicine 
JOSEPH R. BERGER, M.D. 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Student Council, Alpha Omega Alpha, Housing Committee, Phi 
Alpha Sigma, Anatomy Prize 
Neurology 
ROBERT L. BRECKENRnx;E, JR., M.D. 
Cherry Hill, New Jeney 
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Ariel Movie Editor, Phi Alpha Sigma 
Married Kathleen Hoagn, 1972 
Family Practice 
36 
ALBERT L. BLUMBERG, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Curriculum Committee, Student Council Regional III Trustee-
<:~ '.1 A, Hare Society, Microscope Sale Chairman 
Internal Medicine 
DAVIDBRENT,M.D. 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Commons Committee, Theta Kappa Psi 
Pediatric Neuropsychiatry Research 
LOUIS BROAD, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Phi Chi, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Internal Medicine 
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JOHN S.J. BROOKS, JR., M.D. 
Chester Heights, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Married Brighid Dougherty, 1969 
Pathology 
JOEL M. BROWN, M.D. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
OHIO UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Sharon Kaufman , 1973 
Internal Medicine 
JOHN H. BROWN, M.D. 
Danville, Pennsylvania 
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Gibbon Society, Kappa Beta Phi , Alph a Kappa Kappa 
Surgery 
38 
THERESA A. BURT, M.D. 
Havertown, Pennsylvania 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, A.B. 
Student Council (Secretary), Associate Editor-Ariel, AOA 
Internal Medicine 
LARRY ANTHONY CAPUTO, M.D. 
Monessen, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Pediatrics 
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TOM EDWARD CAMPBELL, M.D. 
Ambridge, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Pathology 
MICHAEL}. CARUNCHIO, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Medicine 
JOHN V. CATTIE, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
President and Vice-President Nu Sigma· Nu, 
Beta Phi, Gibbon Society, Intrafraternity Council 
Married Maureen Julia Loftus 
Surgery-Emergency Medicine 
NEAL C. CHADWICK, M.D. 
Verona, Pennsylvania 
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Internal Medicine 
President Kappa 
KATHLEEN F. CHEYNEY, M.D. 
Parkton, Maryland 
OHIO WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY, A. B. 
Surgery 
THOMAS PRESTON COCHRAN III, M.D. 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, A. B. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Pediatric Society, Gibbon Society 
Married Patricia Ann Morrow, 1973 
Pediatric Surgery 
DAVID G. CLARK, M.D. 
Provo, Utah 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Lisa Bankhead 
JAMES W. CORNISH, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Student Council, Class Treasurer, SNMA (President) 
Married Juanita Jessup, 1968 
RICHARD D. CRISPINO, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Married Helen Giorgio, 1970 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
BURTON DANOFF, M.D. 
Brooklyn, New York 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa 
Married Joyce Kaplan, 1970 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
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KEVIN CROWLEY, M.D. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
NORWICH UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Valerie Thompson, 1971 
Family Medicine 
SCOTT M. DEHART, M.D. 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Ruth Sheesley 
Medicine 
JOHN T. DEKUTOSKI, M.D. 
Glen Lyon, Pennsylvania 
WILKES COLLEGE. A.B. 
Sims Society 
Family Practice 
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LEE E. DENLINGER M.D. 
Ephrata, Pennsylvania 
JUNIATA COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Internal Medicine 
WILLIAM A. DICUCCIO II, M.D. 
Butler, Pennsylvania 
ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Chi, Hare Society, SAMA, Family Physicians Society 
Married Gail Harp, 1970 
Orthopedic Surgery 
44 
D. DAVID DERSHAW, M.D. 
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania 
TRINITY COLLEGE, A.B. 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Internal Medicine 
RAYMOND DIPHILLIPS, M.D. 
Haverford, Pennsylvania 
LA SALLE COLLEGE, A.B. 
Phi Alpha Sigma (Steward, Treasurer) IFC (Vice-President, Sec-
retary, Treasurer), Student Council, Hare Society 
Internal Medicine 
ANTHONY C. DOUGHERTY, M.D. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Married Mary Louise Kistner, 1972 
Urology 
BRUCE A. ELLSWEIG, M.D. 
East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 
URSINUS COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Chi (Steward), Kappa Beta Phi, Family Physicians Society 
Married Nancy Nedell, 1973 
Family Practice 
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EDWARD FRANK DRASS, M.D. 
DuBois, Pennsylvania 
GROVE CITY COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma, Sims Society, Gibbon Society 
Married Rhonda Leigh Erhard 
Surgery 
LEN E. ENNIS, M.D. 
Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania 
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE, B.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa, Kappa Beta Phi, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Married Kathi Harter, 1972 
Internal Medicine 
DOMENICO FALCONE, M.D. 
Wayne, Pennsylvania 
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, B.S 
SAMA, Alpha Kappa Kappa , Gibbon Society 
Medicine 
46 
RICHARD A. EVANS, M.D. 
Houston, Texas 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY, B.S 
President SNMA, Gibbon Society 
Married Susan Borden , 1968 
Surgery 
BARBARA L. FIGGS, M.D. 
Seaford, Delaware 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
tJri----
47 
ALLEN B. FILSTEIN, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Family Physicians Society 
ROBERT WILLIAM GARDNER, M.D. 
Merion Station, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, BS. 
Psychiatry 
RAYMOND J. GASPARI, M.D. 
Linwood, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Sims Society, Family Practice Society 
Married Linda Oshman, 1968 
Internal Medicine 
48 
DOUGLAS B. GERSH, M.D. 
Great Neck, New York 
HARPUR COLLEGE, B.A. 
Theta Kappa Psi 
Psychiatry 
STANLEY}. GEYER, M.D. 
Cheswick, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Family Physicians Society 
Married Kathleen Frey 
Pathology 
VICTORIA A. GILLIS, M.D. 
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Family Practice 
49 
WILLIAM J. GIBBONS, M.D. 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Internal Medicine 
JOHN F. GLENN III, M.D. 
Milford, Delaware 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
Married Brenda Vinsinger, 1970 
Surgery 
MICHAEL GODFREY, M.D. 
York, Pennsylvania 
JUNIATA COLLEGE, B.S. 
Medicine 
ANTONIO M. GRANDA, M.D. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Hare Society, Class Vice-President (1970), 
Student Council Treasurer 
Married Elizabeth Winnington, 1964 
Internal Medicine 
50 
STEPHEN J. GORDIN, M.D. 
Havertown, Pennsylvania 
URSINUS COLLEGE, B.S. 
MITCHELL GREENSPAN, M.D. 
Narberth, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Married Anita Dowburd, 1971 
Internal Medicine 
• 
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BARTLEY PERRY GRIFFITH, M.D. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY, A.B. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa, Gibbon Society, Hare Society 
Married Denise C. Cannon, 1971 
Surgery 
LEED. GRIFFITH, M.D. 
Spring City, Pennsylvania 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY, B.S., M.S. 
Hare Society, Gibbon Society, AOA 
Married Ruth D. Heft, 1969 
Surgery 
52 
CHRISTINE CRIGER, M.D. 
Indian Head, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Ethical Society, Pediatric Society 
Pediatrics 
----- - --
MICHAELJ. GULLOTII, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Student Affairs Committee, SAMA, Sims Society, Hare Society, 
Family Physicians Society, Gibbon Surgical Society 
Internal Medicine 
53 
ANN P. GUILLOT, M.D. 
Waycross, Georgia 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, A. B. 
Pediatrics Society 
Married Frank M. Guillot, I970 
Pediatrics 
ELIZABETH TANNER HABECKER, M.D. 
Lebanon, Pa. 
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE, B.S. 
SAMA, Family Physicians Society 
Married Reid Warren Habecker, 1972 
Pediatrics 
DAVID C. HAMSHER, M.D. 
Drexel Hill, Pa. 
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE, B.S. 
DAVID BLAINE HARDING, M.D. 
Erie, Pa. 
WHEATON COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma, Christian Medical Society 
Married J ulaine Miller 
Family Practice 
RAYMOND J. HAUSER, M.D. 
Laureldale, Pa. 
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE, B.S. 
Alpha Omega Alpha 
JOHN HERMANOVICH JR., M.D. 
Mayfield, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Phi Chi (Steward, Secretary), Kappa Beta Phi, Hare Society 
Internal Medicine 
55 
MARK S. HEISER, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
LASALLE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Phi Delta Epsilon (Historian) 
Pediatrics 
ROBERT E. HOBBS, M.D. 
Schuykill Haven, Pa. 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Nu Sigma Nu, Family Physicians Society, Gibbon Surgical Soc-
iety, Hare Medical Society 
Married Alyce Granito, 1972 
Internal Medicine 
BRADLEY R. HOCH, M.D. 
Shippensberg, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Hare Society, Pediatrics Society 
Married Carolyn Kay Melton, 1971 
Pediatrics 
HARRIETTE MATHILDA HORST, M.D. 
Shippensberg, Pa. 
WAYNESBURG COLLEGE, B.S. 
SAMA 
Family Practice 
56 
HOWARD GEORGE HUGHES, M.D. 
Old Forge, Pa. 
WILKES COLLEGE, A. B. 
Family Practice Society 
Married Bonnie Tognelli , 1966 
Family Practice 
KENNETH ERIC JAFFE, M.D. 
Wyncote, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Psychiatry 
57 
RICHARD L. JAFFE, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
EDWARD MIHRAN JERYAN, M.D. 
Havertown, Pa. 
PH ILA. COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND SCIENCE 
Family Practice Society 
Family Practice 
JACOB DANIEL KANOFSKY, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Co-Editorof Ariel 
58 
ROBERT MERLE JOHNSON, M.D. 
Wilmington, Del. 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.S. 
Married Bonnie Schneider, 1969 
Internal Medicine 
BERTRAM D. KAPLAN, M.D. 
Englewood, N .J. 
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Physiology Award, Pathology Prize, Lange 
Publication Prize 
Dermatology or Gastroenterology 
59 
DAVID KARASICK, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha 
Radiology 
STEPHEN KARASICK, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha 
Radiology 
JOHNJ. KARLAVAGE, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
UNIVERSITY OF SCRANTON, B.S. 
Phi Chi, SAMA, Family Physicians Society 
Married Judy Proctor, 1972 
Family Practice 
FRANKLIN C. KELTON JR., M.D. 
Ambler, Pa. 
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, B.A. 
Married JoAnn Petrilla, 1970 
Family Practice 
60 
GARY KASKEY, M.D. 
Ardsley, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Ariel Entertainment Editor, Commons Committee 
Brain Dysfunction 
JAMES A KENNING, M.D. 
Monroeville, Pa. 
KENYON COLLEGE, A. B. 
Hare Society, Gibbons Society, Alpha Omega Alpha, AKK Med-
ical Fraternity, Kappa Beta Phi 
Married Phyllis Ann Finarelli, 1972 
Internal Medicine 
JAMES WHITE KESSEL, M.D. 
Ripley, W. Va. 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Nu Sigma Nu (Secretary) 
Married Nancy Jo Mick, 1973 
THOMAS A KLOTZ, M.D. 
Williamsport, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Internal Medicine 
BARBARAJOANNE KLUCHINSKI, M.D. 
Plymouth, Pa. 
WILKES COLLEGE, A.B. 
Family Practice 
JEFFREY K. KOHN, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Ellen Sue Shifren 
Psychiatry 
62 
WALTER M. KOBIALKA, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa 
Internal Medicine 
' 
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JOSEPH A. KUCHLER, M.D. 
Kirkwood, N .J. 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Nu Sigma Nu 
Married Patricia A. Kelly, 1971 
Surgery 
' 
63 
FRANK T. KUCER, M.D . 
Butler, Pa. 
GROVE CITY COLLEGE 
Gibbon Surgical Society, Hare Medical Society, Family Phy-
sicians Society, Nu Sigma Nu (Treasurer), Kappa Beta Phi 
(Treasurer) 
Married Kathleen Balshi, 1973 
Family Practice 
ELIZABETH KUHLMANN, M.D. 
Montclair, N.J . 
UPSALA COLLEGE, B.S. 
Family Practice 
MICHAEL ANTHONY KUKUCKA, M.D. 
Ebensburg, Pa. 
ST. FRANCIS COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma (Vice-President), Kappa Beta Phi, Newman 
Club, Don's Program 
Interman Medicine 
SCOTTI. LAMPERT, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Phi Delta Epsilon (Secretary) 
Married Ellen M. Graboyes 
64 
WILLIAM L. LAURY, M.D. 
Chester, Pa. 
CHEYNEY STATE COLLEGE, B.S. 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
LARRY ROY LEICHTER, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, A.B. 
Phi Alpha Sigma (Secretary), Hare Medical Society, Gibbon Sur-
gical Society 
Married Sally Jo Wihton, 1973 
Internal Medicine 
65 
THOMAS J.A. LEHMAN, M.D. 
Berkeley, Ca. 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, A.B. 
Married Vickie Couch 
Pediatrics 
MICHAEL C. LEO, M.D. 
Kingston, Pa. 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
Associate Editor of Ariel , SAMA, Family Practice Society, Com-
mons Committee 
General Practice 
KENNETH LEWIS, M.D. 
Valley Stream, N.Y. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Hare Society, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Internal Medicine 
STEPHEN B. LICHTENSTEIN, M.D. 
Cheltenham, Pa. 
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE, B.S. 
Ophthalmology 
66 
MICHAEL HERMAN LEWITT, M.D. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Phi Delta Epsilon (Rush Chairman), IFC Rush Chairman, Senator, 
National Delegate 
Emergency Room Medicine 
CONRAD LINDES, M.D. 
King of Prussia, Pa. 
URSINUS COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Delta Epsilon (President and House Manager) 
Family Practice 
JOHN PETER LUBICKY, M.D. 
Warrington, Pa. 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Gibbon Surgical Society (Treasurer), Committee on Student Pro-
motions, Clinic Staff, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Orthopaedic Surgery 
GEORGETTA DIANE LUPOLD, M.D. 
Hegins, Pa. 
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE, B.S. 
Family Physicians Society 
Married Lanny L. Lupold, 1969 
Family Practice 
LARRY STEVEN MAPOW, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
Alpha Omega Alpha 
Married Michelle E. DiMond, 1972 
Pathology 
JAMES GREGORY MARENCIK, M.D. 
Apollo, Pa. 
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, B.S. 
Psychiatry 
68 
69 
STEPHEN P. MARTELL, M.D. 
Pottstown, Pa. 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Family Practice 
THOMASJ. MATULEWSKI, M.D. 
Nanticoke, Pa. 
KING'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Kappa Beta Phi, Gibbon Surgical Society, Hare Society 
Married Sandra Robachefski 
Surgery 
CHARLES W. MAXIN, M.D. 
McKees Rocks, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Family Practice 
MARILYN J. McDONALD, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S 
Family Physicians Society, Pediatrics Society 
Married Robert McDonald, 1971 
Pediatrics 
70 
CEDRIC W. McCLINTON, M.D. 
Beaver Falls, Pa . 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Family Physicians Society, Photography Club 
Married Jane Gundersdorf, 1970 
Family Medicine 
BRUCE P. MEINHARD, M.D. 
Bloomfield, N .J. 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
Phi Chi, Alpha Omega Alpha, Gibbon Surgical Society 
Orthopedic Surgery 
71 
RAYMOND W. MERRELL, M.D. 
Somerset, N .J. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa (Steward), Kappa Beta Phi, Jefferson Rug-
by Club 
Internal Medicine 
ALLENE. MEYER, MD. 
Madison, N.J. 
Nu Sigma Nu, Kappa Beta Phi 
Internal Medicine 
WILLIAM A. MEYER JR., M.D. 
Seaford, Del. 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
Married Sharon Thomas, 1971 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
WILLIAM IRA MILLER, M.D. 
Johnstown, Pa. 
WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON COLLEGE, B.A. 
Phi Chi (Steward) 
Married Donna Bayla, 1973 
Family Practice 
72 
WILLIAM H. MEYER, M.D. 
State College, Pa. 
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa, Jefferson Choir 
Pediatrics 
PERRY L. MITCHELL, M.D. 
Newark, Del. 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.S. 
Married Brenda J aq uette, 1970 
Family Practice 
ANTHONY D. MOLINARO JR. , M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
LASALLE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Family Physicians Society (Publicity Chairman) 
Family Practice 
MARTIND. MOLLEN, M.D. 
Broomall, Pa. 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Chi, Gibbon Surgical Society, Hare Society, Family Phy-
sicians Society (Program Chairman) 
Married Joan Presser, 1974 
Family Practice · 
73 
JOHN MORTON, M.D. 
Coronado, California 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
AOA 
Married Cassie Henry, 1968 
Internal Medicine 
74 
GUY M. NARDELLA, JR., M.D. 
Broomall, Pennsylvania 
LASALLE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Phi Delta Epsilon, Gibbon Society 
Surgery 
MARVIN E . NIELSEN, JR., M.D. 
Anchorage, Alaska 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
WILLIAM B. OLNEY, M.D. 
Ormond Beach, Florida 
BROWN UNIVERSITY, A.B. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa 
Internal Medicine 
RONALD JAMES PATIERSON, M.D. 
Brooklyn, New York 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
75 
FRANKJ. PEARL, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Hare Society 
Married Suzanne Feinberg, 1972 
Internal Medicine 
MARK A. PEARLMAN, M.D. 
Springfield, Pa. 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Student Council, Master Planning Committee, Student Affairs 
Committee, Phi Chi Treasurer and House Manager, Kappa Beta 
Phi, Ariel, Pediatrics Society, Hare Society 
Pediatrics 
STEVEN R. PEIKIN, M.D. 
Springfield, Pennsylvania 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, A.B. 
Admissions Committee, Hare Society, Alpha Omega Alpha Pres-
ident, Class Vice-President, Student Council, Co-Editor 1974 
Clinic Roche, Lange, Pathology Awards 
Married Vivian Benz, 1968 
Internal Medicine 
76 
-
VINCENT ALFRED PELLEGRINI, M.D. 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Nu Sigma Nu, Hare Society, Vice-President Sims Society, Treas-
urer Photo Club, Activities Editor of 1974 Clinic 
Married Susan Mocey, 1971 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
ROBERT V. PERUZZI, JR., M.D. 
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania 
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE, A. B. 
Hare Society, Gibbon Society, Family Physicians Society, AOA 
Married Maureen Janos, 1973 
Otolaryngology 
THOMAS I. PHELAN, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA·, B.A. 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY, M.S. 
Married Maureen McGinty, 1972 
Surgery 
JOHN F. PHOLERIC,JR., M.D. 
Wallingford, Pennsylvania 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
11/u Sigma Nu, Gibbon Society, Hare Society 
JAMES DAVID PLUMB, M.D. 
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITYOFVIRGINlA, B.A. 
Nu Sigma Nu, lntrafraternity Council , AOA, Kappa Beta Phi 
Secretary, Gibbon Society, Family Physicians Society 
Married Susan Joyce Plumb, 1971 
Family Practice 
ALAN K. ROBERTS, M.D. 
Mt. Carmel, Pennsylvania 
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY, B.S 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
78 
MICHAEL PODOLSKY, M.D. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
W ASHlNGTON & JEFFERSON COLLEGE, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Intramural Basketball 
Married Sherry Gottesmann, 1972 
Internal Medicine 
CLARICE ANITA ROBINSON, M.D. 
Baltimore, Maryland 
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE, B.S. 
Committee on Academic Protocol, Vice-Director SNMA for Reg-
ion 8, President Dons' Club 
JONATHAN ROCERS, M.D. 
Roslyn, Pennsylvania 
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Donna Gearhart, 1970 
Surgery 
JOEL C. ROSENFELD, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
LASALLE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Sims Society, Phi Chi, Gibbon Society 
Married Linda Klein, 1972 
Otorhinolaryngology 
'* 
THOMAS ARTHUR ST. JOHN, JR., M.D. 
Audubon, New Jersey 
ST. JOSEPH"S COLLEGE, B.S. 
KENNETH LEO SAVAGE, M.D. 
Plymouth, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma, Hare Society 
80 
ANNA W. SASAKI, M.D. 
Newark, Delaware 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE, B.A. 
Secretary Hare Society 
Married Ronald K. Sasaki, PhD. 1972 
Internal Medicine 
Geriatrics 
JAY SCOTT SCHINFELD, M.D. 
Wyncote, Pennsylvania 
TRINITY COLLEGE, B.S. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Sims Society (Vice-President, Secretary-
Treasurer), Obstetrics-Gynecology Prize 
Married Sandra Gale, 1971 
Obstetrics-Gynecology, Endocrinology 
WILLIAM M. SCHULMAN, M.D. 
Lakewood, New Jersey 
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE, B.A. 
Gibbon Society, Alpha Omega Alpha 
Surgery 
IRA SCHWARTZ, M.D. 
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE, A.B. 
Gibbon Society, Phi Alpha Sigma, Hare Society 
Pediatric Surgery 
I 
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PHILIP R. SEA VER, JR. M.D. 
Rockaway, New Jersey 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.S. 
Phi Chi, Gibbon Society 
Married Lynn Karen Gannotti, 1971 
Surgery 
JERYL R. SHAPIRO, M.D. 
Havertown, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Anesthesiology 
EDWARD SHARE, M.D. 
Syracuse, New York 
S. U.N.Y.-Buffalo, B.A. 
Medicine 
GARY SHUGAR, M.D. 
Reading, Pennsylvania 
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE, B.A. 
Married Lisbeth Ann Fox, 1973 
83 
STANLEY H. SHROM, M.D. 
Akron, Pennsylvania 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, A. B. 
Married Sally Edgley 
Internal Medicine 
BRUCE G. SILVER, M.D. 
Merion, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. 
Class President, Class Vice-President, Vice-President A.0.A., Stu-
dent Council, Commons Governing Board, Hare Society, Gibbon 
Society, Nu Sigma Nu, Senior Portrait Committee. 
Married Ilene Bogash, 1971 
Internal Medicine 
ROBERT B. SKLAROFF, M.D. 
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Ariel, Phi Alpha Sigma, Committee of Supporting Facilities. 
LOUIS PETER SORARUF IV, MD. 
Easton, Pennsylvania 
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, A. B. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Intramural Sports. 
Married Susan Louise Bishop 
84 
RONALD L. SMOYER, M.D. 
Emmaus, Pennsylvania 
KUTZTOWN STATE COLLEGE, B.S., M.S. 
Phi Chi, Kappa Beta Phi, Sims Societ)'. 
Married Charlotte F. Reichard 
Anesthesiology 
BARRY STEPHEN STEIN, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
ALBRIGHT COLLEGE, B.S. 
Hare Society President, Co-Editor 1974 Clinic, Gibbon Society. 
Married Natalie Silver, 1970 
Radiology 
SUSAN M. STEVENSON, M.D. 
West Lawn, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Pediatrics 
85 
CHARLES W. STOTLER, M.D. 
Meyersdale, Pennsylvania 
MOUNT SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Chi, Kappa Beta Phi. 
Medicine 
KENNETH R. STREHLE, M.D. 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, B.S. 
Marri~d Elaine Simington, 1967 
Family Practice-Pediatrics 
JAMES F. SUCHMAN, M.D. 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, B.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa. Gibbon Society. 
General Surgery 
86 
LINDA M. SUNDT, M.D. 
Kane, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Married Daniel N. Sundt, 1973 
Internal Medicine 
' 
GEORGE EDWARD THORPE, M.D . 
Medford Lakes, New Jersey 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
87 
RICHARD C. TOMICHEK, M.D. 
Uniontown, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY O F NOTRE DAME, B.S. 
Hare Society- Treasurer, Gibbon Society. 
Married Emilie Kovack, 1968 
Surgery 
JAY RICHARD TABIN, M.D. 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 
LaSALLE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Gibbon Society, Sims Society-President. 
Married Sherry Steinberg, 1970 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
BRUCEB. VANETT,M.D. 
Havertown, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Gibbon Society. 
Orthopedic Surgery 
ALFREDG. VASTA, M.D. 
North Wales, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
lnterfraternity Council President, Phi Alpha Sigma-Secretary, 
President. 
Family Practice 
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GUILLERMO}. VAZQUEZ, M.D. 
Santurce, Puerto Rico 
UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO 
Phi Chi, Hare Society, Kappa Beta Phi. 
Medicine 
CHARLES E. VICKERMAN, JR., M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY, B.S., M.S. 
Medicine 
89 
BETHANY A. VENIT, M.D. 
Glen Lyon, Pennsylvania 
WILKES COLLEGE, B.S. 
Jefferson Chorus, Family Physicians 
Society-Secretary, President. 
Family Medicine 
RICHARD P. WALLACE, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Family Practice Society. 
Family Practice 
ROBERT}. WASNICK, M.D. 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF SCRANTON, B.S. 
Gibbon Society, Phi Chi. 
Surgery 
-
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DONALD RANDY WEIDNER, M.D. 
Reading, Pennsylvania 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
Hare Society, A.0.A. 
Married Katherine Marie Smith 
Family Practice 
STEVEN WEINSTEIN, M.D. 
Ithaca, New York 
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, B.A. 
President Phi Delta Epsilon, Hare Society. 
Pediatrics 
STEVEN WENNER, M.D. 
White Plains, New York 
YALE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha. 
Married Nadine Porcelan 
91 
JAY GILBERT WEISBERG, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
MICHAEL WENOF, M.D. 
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 
URSINUS COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma. 
TIYI R. WHITE, M.D. 
Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania 
CHEYNEY STATE COLLEGE, B.S. 
S.N.M.A., S.A.M.A. 
HAROLD BRUCE WIGHTON, M.D. 
Morris Plains, New Jersey 
DICKINSON COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Alpha Sigma-Steward. 
92 
STEPHAN H. WHITENACK, M.D. 
Bedford Village, New York 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, B.A. JEFFERSON MEDI-
CAL COLLEGE, PH.D. 
Gibbon Society-President, Vice-President, Nu Sigma Nu, Kappa 
Beta Phi, Sigma Xi Society, A.0.A. 
Married Janet Johnson 
Surgery 
DONALD B. WILLIAMS, M.D. 
Hazelton, Pennsylvania 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, B.S., M.S. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa, Kappa Beta Phi, Gibbon Society. 
Married Frances E. Gearen 
Surgery 
ARNOID J. WILLIS, M.D. 
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE, B.A. 
Veneral Disease Counterattack, Ethical Society, Health Alliance 
for Progress. 
Obstetrics-Gynecology, Surgery 
REGINAID D . WILLS, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE, B.S. 
S.N.M.A. 
Married Pamela Hewlett, 1970 
Family Practice 
STEVEN BAYLISS WIRTS, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, A.B. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa. 
Married Mary Ann Lewis Bridger, 1970 
Obstetrics-Gynecology 
WALTER FRANKLIN WRENN III, M.D. 
St. Louis, Missouri 
CHEYNEY STATE COLLEGE, B.A. 
Phi Chi, Kappa Beta Phi-Vice-President, Family Physicians 
Society, Class President 1970-73. 
Married Kathleen Graves, 1962 
Family Practice 
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WALTERB. WORHACZ, M.D. 
Shamokin, Pennsylvania 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY, B.S. 
S.A. M.A., Family Physicians Society. 
Family Practice 
ERNIE M.S. YIM, M.D. 
Kaneohe, Hawaii 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, B.A. 
Phi Alpha Sigma. 
Internal Medicine 
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DENNIS M. YOUNG, M.D. 
Wilmington, Delaware 
ALLENTOWN COLLEGE, B.S. 
Phi Delta Epsilon. 
Family Medicine 
STEVEN M. ZAM ORE, M.D. 
Brooklyn, New York 
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, A.B. 
S.A.M.A., Hare Society, Sims Society. 
Internal Medicine 
BRUCE STEPHEN ZARET, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
LASALLE COLLEGE, 8.A. 
Alpha Omega Alpha, Hare Society, Phi Delta Epsilon. 
Neurology 
LINDA DEVEREUX, M.D. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE, A.B. 
Alpha Omega Alpha. 
LESLIE HARROLD, M.D. 
Canton, Ohio 
Indiana University, B.A. 
Family Practice or Pathology 
Graduates Not Photographed 
Stephen A. Baez, M.D. 
Steven E. Decker, M.D. 
Alice M. Forsyth, M.D. 
Thomas Forsyth Jr., M.D. 
Samuel Freedman, M.D. 
Stanley M. Fried 
Marietta F. Guidon, M.D. 
Clifton H. Hunt, M.D. 
Robert B. Jeffrey, M.D. 
William D. Lawrence, M.D. 
Donald L. Myers, M.D. 
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Fellow Classmates: 
Our class has been one of the last classes to follow many 
long-time Jefferson traditions. We were the last to face our 
cadavers on the first day of classes, we were the last to wear 
white coats and shoes to most classes (for the first month 
anyway), we were the last to put on a Christmas play roast-
ing the anatomy department, we were the last to have Dr. 
Ramsey teach us our embryology, we will be the last class 
in which many of us will go from "cc iv" to "intern". We 
are one of the last classes to have "core curriculum" during 
the senior year, to have Saturday lectures during the.Junior 
year, and to take anatomy, physiology and bioche-IIlistry 
instead of cell function and structure, etc. 
Ours has been a traditional class, but like most traditions 
those mentioned above have all fallen with time. One tradi-
tion I know will not change with our class .and I suspect 
will never change is Jefferson's tradition since 1824 of pro-
ducing physicians very skilled in both the art and science of 
medicine. 
On behalf of the entire class I would like to thank the 
teachers at Jefferson who have sometimes because of us 
and sometimes in spite of us, given us the tools to uphold 
that long-time Jefferson tradition to become skilled 
physicians. 
Bruce G. Silver 
President 
Class of 197 4 
We cannot think first and act afterwards. From the 
moment of birth we are immersed in action, and can only 
fitfully guide it by taking thought. 
-Alfred North Whitehead 
In viewing the events of the past decade, during which 
most of us have been involved in the pursuit of our educa-
tional goals, it becomes apparent that the above quote is 
truer now than ever before. We, the Class of 1974 and 
those in the years immediately behind, are truly creators 
as well as the products of the political, social, economic, 
and educational atmosphere which exists today. 
No one would say that we have created an ideal environ-
ment in which to live and work; and, perhaps future 
generations will have little of substance to say about us. 
But, if we may be credited with any one achievement, it 
will be the revival of a long-dormant social conscience. I 
mean this in the sense that we seem to be the vanguard of 
a new generation which possesses a heightened sense of 
awareness of the reality that our thoughts, words, and 
actions cannot help but affect the people around us-for 
better or for worse. In truth, we have not yet learned 
how best to apply our concern for others nor how to 
control it with thought. 
It is my hope that we as physicians can and will use our 
unique position to foster this attitude of concern in the 
years to come and that we may guide the actions of our 
times in constructive pathways. We have been charged as 
the overseers of change and I cannot think of a better 
group than the Class of 1974 and its contemporaries to 
pursue this task. 
Good Luck . 
with success. 
May your endeavors always be blessed 
Joseph S. Agnello, Jr. ('74) 
President 
Student Council 
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South Philadelphia Health Action 
Among the changes taking place at Jefferson this 
year, is that of Dr. Robert P. Gilbert's switch from 
Associate dean to director of the South Philadelphia 
Health Action. In the following letter, he describes the 
purpose of the new group. 
Jefferson is one of the members of South Philadelphia 
Health Action, a corporation supported by Federal 
start-up funds, which is now organizing a health main-
tenance organization network for South Philadelphia. A 
majority of the trustees of South Philadelphia Health 
Action are community members, but all of the hospitals 
in South Philadelphia are represented as well as the 
Philadelphia County Medical Society and similar 
organizations. Families who enroll in the South Phila-
delphia Health Plan will pay a monthly premium for 
which all ordinary out-patient and hospital services will 
be provided to the extent needed. Great efforts will ·be 
made to strengthen the role of ambulatory care, to pro-
vide good preventive care, and to hold down cost by 
avoiding unnecessary hospitalization. The families who 
are to be enrolled will come from all economic, ethnic 
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and racial groups in South Philadelphia. The Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania will pay SPHA a premium for 
those patients now receiving Public Assistance who 
wish to enroll in the plan . 
Jefferson is organizing a small group of physicians 
and other health workers to work for a Jefferson related 
corporation which will be one of the "provider facili-
ties" for South Philadelphia Health Plan. While this 
group is now working in the new Jefferson Health 
Science building at 9th & Sansom, and while a 
permanent service will be offered SPHP enrollees here 
the immediate push is to establish group practice office~ 
in South Philadelphia in the Grays Ferry area. Negotia-
tions to accomplish this are well along. The group will 
also see fee-for-service patients. Patients requiring 
hospitalization for complicated disorders will be sent to 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, but relations 
are also being developed with Methodist Hospital and 
with St. Agnes Hospital. 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSP IT AL 
HISTORY - PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - PROGRESS NOTES 
Nome 
Word or 
Room 
Medical 
Record 
Number 
Sex 
Age 
Doctor 
Ch ief Comp l aint: the senior year at Jefferson 
CLASS of 1974 
COMPLETE OR IMPRINT WITH ADDRESS-0-Pl ATE 
Hi story of P_~se_nt Illness: This is the first Thomas Jefferson Universi_!:y_ 
Hospital admission for this 25 year old medical student who was in his 
---~--=- ----
normal state of excellent mental and physical health until September_!Q_,.~~-
1970, when he noted the sudden onset of nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and an 
outpouring of useless information following his first six hour exposure to 
anatomy lab. Associated anxiety was exacerbated by lectures and relieved 
only by passage of the course's large, bulky, foul-smelling final exam, 
which was curved but did not float. 
Following a brief weekend of euphoria and alcoholic stupor , the 
patient's mental status was variable, often characterized by _ _ rapid eye 
movements during lectures. Fugue states were noted, with the patient 
awakening in Florida, electing Walt Wrenn as class president , and playi_n_g __ _ 
bridge in the snack bar. All of this was preceeded by an illusion of Bob 
Sklaroff floating up and down the Mezzanine Auditorium. 
A large, five-pound fungating mass, bearing little resemblance to 
-------
normal physiology, abruptly appeared following the disappearance of $6 0 00. 
This phenomenon was believed to be a secondary manifestation of Frederich's 
Ataxia. Biostatistical studies at this time indicated that biochemistry 
lecture attendance was inversely proportional to the note taking service 
subscription rateo 
~~--~----------------------------~ 
A three month remission of all symptoms was enjoyed by the patient. 
Remission of tuition preceeded the discovery of a second primary mass 
of handouts, with extensive pathologic involvement of all body systems. 
HISTORY· PHYSICAL EXAMINATION · PROGRESS NOTES 
(Continue on other side) 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 
HISTORY - PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - PROGRESS NOTES 
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COMPLETE OR IMPRINT WITH ADDRESS-0-Pl ATE 
Examinations at this time revealed repeated instances of deja-vu. 
-----
Fleeting innocent murmurs were occasionally heard from the back of the room, 
often accompanied by a grade v/VI holorectal snicker radiating from the 
Green Span under the clocko No maneuuer, invasive or non-invasive, relieved 
this pathologic flatus. No friction rubs were heard at this time between 
students and faculty. 
Dyspnea was noted following aspiration ( one week prior to final 
examination ) of two sets of kodachrome pictures, so that no one else could 
see them. The clitoral impression at this time was "Deep Throat." 
The patient was then subjected to numerous Pharmacologic agents 
without relief of any symptoms. At this time the patient developed a 
severe drug reaction manifest by testalgia and costo-vertebral angle pain. 
Because of poor preparation for Microbiology, IVP revealed a massive amo•mt 
---
of fecal material obstructing visualization of more pertinent areas. Rusty 
sputum, of rare culture and sensitivity, demanded an exam every Monday until 
the course had run its diseaseo 
The patient was subsequently admitted to the ICM where he was worked 
-------
over for Infectious Disease by a panel led by a Wise-man, with three camels 
two turkeys and a partridge in a pear treeo Blood studies at this time were 
excellent. In spite of a Nephrology consult, all electro-lytes were turned 
off to conserve energyo 
After recurrent bouts of abominable crams, the patient found instant 
relief following massive regurgitation of partially digested material, 
enabling him to pass his Boards. 
HISTORY. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION . PROGRESS NOTES 
(Continue on other side) 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 
HISTORY - PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - PROGRESS NOTES 
Nome 
Word or 
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Medical 
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Doctor 
COMPLETE OR IMPRINT WITH ADDRESS-0-PLATE 
Despite the patient's compensation for partial body failure during 
another three month seasonal remission, the administration put him through 
a series of clinical conrses designed to elicit new symptoms. He underwent 
constant re-evaluation by consultants from throughout the Philadelphia area 
in all specialties. 
The patient has vivid recollections of having served as slave labor 
on many occasions. After cutting up in Surgery, screwing around in Ob/Gyn, 
kidding around in Pediatrics, flaking out in Psychiatry, and becoming 
senescent in Medicine, his confused mental status progressed from Grade III 
to Grade IV cc. During this period it was noted that the Class Presidency 
was no longer best heard in West Philly, having shifted west to Merion. The 
change in character seemed to make as much difference as from night to day. 
The patient describes his present mental state as chronic boredom, 
increased lethargy and decreased level of consciousness. When asked how he 
felt about himself at this time, he stated emphatically that despite various 
maladies including the culture of TJU from his bloodstream, he had once again 
passed his boards. Moreover his memories were intact, and his prognosis for 
dispensing outstanding medical care was excellent. 
--------------------------------------------------------
FORM 0015-00 (PAO) HISTORY. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION . PROGRESS NOTES 
(Continue on other side) 
Mark Heiser, CCIV 
Mark Pearlman, CCIV 
Bob Sklaroff, CCIV 
Richard Wallace, CCIV 
1974 Clinic Self-Assessment Quiz 
Instructions: 
by Rich Crispino 
Study the following eight photographs, and then, using the questions as guides, attempt to discover the correct 
answers. Of course each question may have none, one or more right answers just like a real Jeff quiz. After punching 
out the correct answers, turn to next year's clinic to see if you got the right answer. In the usual Jeff tradition, three 
out of eight right is passing. The code is as follows: 
A. If statements 1,2, and 3 are correct (or close to it) 
B. If statements 1 and 3 are correct, and 2 & 4 are anybody's guess 
C. If statements 2 and 4 are OK, but 1 & 3 are fishy 
D. If none of the above applies, but you ' re sure they' re not all right 
E. Good answer for guesses-all are right. 
1. This man is: 
1. educable 2 The diagnosis in this case is: 
2. trainable, but not educable 1. Fibrocystic disease 
3. hearing voices 2 Cystosarcoma phylloides 
4. passing flatus 3 Virginal hypertrophy 
4. Severe priapism 
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3. 
5. 
7. 
Clinically, this patient is suffering from: 
1. chronic constipation 
2. SOB 
3. DOE 
4. familial non-pareunia 
The diagnosis in this case is: 
1. globus hystericus 
2. alopecia 
3. pseudotumor cerebri secondary to 
Jack Daniels 
4. normocephalic, symmetrical 
' \ 
This couple is experiencing which of the 
following: 
1. love 
2. post-coital slumber 
3. a bad day at the beach 
4. heavy petting 
4. This individual is most famous for saying: 
1. "That reminds me of a story" 
2. "Golly, gee, boys and girls" 
3. "What the hell am I doing here" 
4. " Who cut the cheese'?" 
6. This man is suffering from: 
1. dysuria 
2. hesitancy 
3. terminal dribbling 
4. torsion of the testes 
8. This man is suffering from : 
1. primary narcissism 
2. secondary gain 
3. tertiary syphilis 
4. latent tendencies 
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We'll Always 
Remember. 
by Rich Crispino 
Dr. William's field trips for CH & PM. 
The day we got our bone box. 
The instant acceptanc 
1(1(; 
·the curriculum committee's decisions. 
Developing our bedside manner. 
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TGJF entertainment. 
The casual manner in which Dr. Rupp conducted 
his lectures. 
The subtle architecture of Scott Library. 
Some of the local personalities. 
How we wished things meant what they 
said. 
Trying to secure that one night 
stand. 
The many problems Wf 
Pediatric grand rounds . 
. 
' . 
I_ ·, • : •• -
r~ = 
i 
--------.. 
tad with transportation to faraway places. That there were times our classwork got us down. 
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Inherit the Progress of One ~undr~~ and Fifty Years 
The graduating class this year is leaving Jefferson on a very special occasion -
the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the medical school. The day you came here 
I told you that you were beginning a new chapter in your own book of life, and that you 
should always use such occasions to make an inventory of your progress . The Sesqui-
centennial is a like occasion, and it, too, should be used to assess progress - the 
progress of Jefferson Medical College in terms of its purposes . 
A four -year period is a short time in relation to a Sesquicentennial anniversary, 
but even during your time at Jeff er son I hope it has been evident to you that this is a 
dynamic medical school which is constantly re-evaluating its endeavors and relating 
them to the needs of American society. The universities of the country are privileged 
institutions, and they are supported by society in many ways . Their funds and properties 
are exempt from taxation. They are given public appropriations and private contributions 
to support their faculties and programs . They are entrusted with the responsibility of 
educating the minds and molding the attitudes of the most important citizens of our society -
the youth of today, the citizenry of tomorrow. Finally, they are held in esteem for their 
endeavors, and their counsel and advice are sought to help solve the current problems 
of the time. 
I hope you have noticed how hard this faculty has worked to earn these privileges 
and to fulfill these responsibilities. The most recent curricular revision is intended to 
provide an educational program that will enable the college to maintain all it has gained 
in educating young people for the traditional medical specialties and to provide a strength-
ened program for those students who wish to enter the more general forms of medical 
practice. Efforts have been made to increase the research potential of the faculty by 
appointing new members who have had strong research backgrounds and by establishing 
adequate time and facilities for the conduct of new investigations. The government of 
the medical school has been changed to provide a means for every faculty member to be 
heard and for students to participate at the most meaningful levels of policy initiation. 
Our affiliated hospitals have been organized into a more cohesive educational endeavor. 
and the affiliated faculty has been incorporated into the policy-making bodies of the college. 
As you proceed to develop your medical careers, you should be proud of the 150-year 
heritage which you now share, and I hope that your recent experiences at Jefferson make 
you confident that this medical school will continue to carry on its tradition of education 
and research in a manner which will enhance medical care and make the health of the 
American people better tomorrow than ever heretofore. Go forth with our best wishes 
and establish your own treasury of accomplishment that it may be a heritage for those 
who will follow you! L-. 
William F. Kellow, M. D. 
Dean and Vice President 
William F . Kellow, B.S. , M.D., D.Sc. 
Dean and Vice-President Thomas Jefferson University 
Thomas R. Murray, B.S. 
Director of Financial Affairs 
Samuel S. Conly, Jr., A.B., M.D. 
Associate Dean of Admissions 114 
Robert P. Gilbert, A. B., M. D. 
Directorof Regional Medical Programs 
a 
I 
-
Hyman Menduke, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
Director of Sponsored Programs-Specialty Biostatistics 
0 
"I'm like a laxative . 
you need me every 
once in a while." 
H. Menduke 
Being Dean of Admissions is a lonely job. 
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Robert C. Mackowiack, A.B., M.D. 
Associate Dean For Student Affairs 
John Killough, B.S., Ph.D., M.D. 
Associate Dean for Continuing Education 
Joseph S. Gonella, A.B., M.D. 
Associate Dean 
William F. Kellow, B.S. , M.D., D.Sc. 
Dean, Jefferson Medical College 
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Arthur R. Owens, B. A. 
Registrar; Director of Financial Aid 
Stanley Graham, A.B., M.A., M.A.L.S. 
Vice-President For Development 
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It's tough to make believe your busy. 
Oy vey! What a department. 
After I have a few, my circles get a little 
The proof is in the pudding. 
Make mine extra dry. 
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Funny place to keep 
Jefferson's sperm bank. 
• 
_/ 
These students , 
you know where!! 
are such a pain 
124 
Remember the biochemistry labs?? 
125 
126 
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ND St! 
Quit doggin' it Banerjee! 
Which one has more life? 
The Chairman says I'm adorable. 
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BY THE MUNIFICENCE OF 
MR. DANIEL BAUGH. 
A MEMBER OP THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
OF PHILADELPHIA. 
THIS PROPERTY AND ALL OF ITS FITTINGS 
AND FURNISHINGS WERE MADE A PART OF 
THE FOUNDATION OF THE COLLEGE. 
1911 
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"You say Pete Herbut wants a pencil holder like mine?" 
Man is but clay. I think I feel a thrill. 
132 
It's hard as hell to get out Haus berger' s neck electrodes. 
Dynamic Teaching 
At Jefferson 
Is A 
Tradition 

136 
137 
"I keep getting the feeling that someone's watching me." 
"Gonz is everywhere." 
138 
" Love , is ne vf' r having to say you' rf' sorry ... 
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Today Jefferson .. . 
. . Tomorrow, The World!! 
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Micro. 
143 
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" I can't wait to see what this grows out." 
"I just don't get it! I'm young, good looking, well dressed, cool & 
modest-How is it he gets all the broads??" 
Double bubble 
"Sorry Dr. Weislow, but I'm busy THIS evening too. " 
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"It looks like two betz cells, being held together by a spirochete." "Oh hell, my RPR is positive." 
"Still didn't get them clean enough." 
146 
'Tm so hungry I could eat a spore." 
" Even people with communicable diseases can have fun." 
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j 
DR. 
TR\OL.C 
"My goal is chemotherapy for the masses." 
The desire to take medicine 
is perhaps the greatest fea-
ture which distinguishes man 
from animals. 
-Sir William Osler 
The real department head. 
"Would you boys mind turning around, the combination\ a secret." 
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"I don' t really know what the hell it 
all means, but it sure impresses me.' ' 
''J' m working on perfecting the one finger typing 
technique." 
INTERNAL 
MEDICINE 
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CARDIOLOGY 
SEE ONE 
DO ONE 
156 
TEACH ONE 
"I was up all night with Dr. Housel' s emergency admission for a URI." 
"The alcove is for people who like poisons." 
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"I'm suffcrhi~ from hyJ)or&C'utc TejP.ction ... 
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"Her! You ff!3.ll)' tll"C' in Dr. Keitetman'5 Jittl1t black book" 
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From its crude origins . 
to today's sophistication. 
167 
"That reminds me of a story 
.. Always remember-to cut is to cure. 
168 
I 
Chief 
Service 
"Don' t bother me with the facts son, my mind is made up. 
169 
"Damn it, every time the electrolytes come back, we have to call in the creeps." 
" I find the Annals indispensible for a budding young surgeon." 
170 
" Just om· qm•stion Skip, do!'S this ml'an Wl' have to cancl'I the opt•ration?" 
Surgeons must be very careful when 
they take the knife! Underneath their 
fine incisions stirs the Culprit-Life! 
· -Emily Dickinson 
"Fineberg's Law #1-I've done it this way for 25 yrs. at Jefferson, 
and I don't care what the Journals say." 
"And I haven' t even touched him yet." 
172 
" Up yours too" 
"Wait until they find out that we switched patients on 
them." 
"Peek A-Boo, I see you" 
173 
PEDIATRICS 
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ORTHOPEDICS 
You wouldn't believe what a couple of cc IV' s did with a cast saw! 
---
.-. 
' 
This is the way we deal with throats at Jefferson 
I saw Dr. Cornelison do a better 
job than that 
What has all my experience in urology gotten me? 
I can pick out a terminal dribbler without even looking 
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You say you want to know who takes care of the medical students? 
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ACTIVITIES 
M 
A 
Phi Alpha Sigma 
Seniors: N. Chadwick, L. Denlinger, R. Di Phillips, M. Kukucka, K. Savage, I. Schwartz, F. 
Vasta. Sophomores: J. Belmont, S. Bowman, J. Bradfield, J. Bronstien, F. Chervenak, M. 
Clark, C. Cummings, M. Dougherty, J. Fonken, B. Franton, P. Gilman, J. Groll, T. Hetrick, 
K. Jens, Y. Koo, J. Kreiser, J. Lammie, P. Long, J. McCann. Juniors: A. Agro, B. Baker, J. 
Berry, L. Borkowski, L. Gibel, D. Moore, T. Nasca, M. Pello, G. Rosenthal, A. St. Andre. 
Freshmen: N. Armstrong, B. Atkinson, C. Barbee, S. Blazakis, L. Bowen, C. Doroshaw, R. 
Flanagan, R. Fomadel, B. Herrmann, G. Hopen, M. Jasty, H. Knowles, J. Koffler, J. La-
manna, W. McNamee, W. Wygal, M. Zubrow. 
Fred Vasta, President; Mike Steel, Vice President. 
Phi Delta Epsilon 
Steve Weinstein, President; 
Rich Mandell, Vice President. 
Seniors: M. Heiser, M. Lewitt, C. Lindes, G. Nardella, D. Young, S. Weinstein, J. Weisberg. Sophomores: R 
Jacoby, E. Jordan, R. Mandell, D. Sullivan. Juniors: A. Bierlein, N. Jacobson, T. Malechesky, E. Schulman. 
Freshmen: J. Ginsberg, K. Levin, S. Salinsky. 
Kappa Beta Phi John Cottie, President; Crne Hu~hes , Vice Prt>s ident ; Dr. Gonzalo Aponte, Advisor. 
Seniors: J. Agnello, S. Baez, B. Berger, J. Brown, J. Cattie, B. Ellswieg, L. Ennis, J. Hermanovich, J. Kenning, F. Kucer, M 
Kukucka, T. Mateluski, R. Merrell, A. Meyer, P. Mitchell, B. Olney, M. Pearlman, J. Plumb, B. Silver, R. Smoyer, L. Soraruf, 
R. Souder, C. Stotler, J. Suchman, G. Vazquez, B. Wasnick, R. Weber, S. Whitenack, D. Williams, W. Wrenn. Juniors: G. Berry, 
S. Glinka, V. Good, L. Grossman, J. Hocutt, B. Houston, G. Hughes, G. Martin, D. Moore, T. Nasca, G. Romanzo, G. Rosenthal, J. 
Salkowe, J. Seelaus, M. Stewart, B. Van Vranken, P. Wall. Sophomores: R. De Andino, J. Donahue, B. Farquarson, M. Gemard, 
B. High, B. Krall, B. Leipold, N. McElwain, B. Weisel, S. Ytterberg. 
Nu 
Sigma 
Nu 
Dave Thayer, 
President; 
Gene Hughes, 
Vice President. 
Seniors: J. Cattie, J. Pholeric. Juniors: D. Azar, S. Glinka, G. Hughes, J. Salkowe, J. Seelaus, D. Thayer, P. Wall. 
Sophomores: R. Cherkis, R. Grossman, B. High, I. Lewis, N. McElwain, J. Thompson. Freshmen: D. Armstrong, T. 
Campfield, S. Fehnel, D. Goode, M. Hoffman, V. Ligato, J. Miller, B. Peck, D. Shea. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa 
John Liggett, President; Richard Whittington, Vice President. 
Senior: J. Suchman. Juniors: G. Barger, A. Caruso, R. Jackson, G. Owens. 
Sophomores: D. Berry, M. Blaker, J. Liggett, L. Lyons, D. Olson, J. Plas-
tino, M. Treat, R. Whittington. Freshmen: B. Ardman, J. Bartges, S. 
Cherry, D. Eisner, J. Gerard, G. Hoffman, F. Klinger, B. Lawlor, S. Lig-
gett, W. Miller, J. Peters. 
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Phi Chi 
Sam Hughes, President; Bob Leipold, Vice President. 
Seniors: J. Agnello, B. Berger, B. Di Cuccio, B. Ellsweig, J. Hermanovich, B. Miller, M. Pearlman, R. Smoyer, C. Stotler, G. Vasquez, 
B. Wasnick, W. Wrenn. Sophomores: H. Bade, R. DeAndino, J. Donahue, B. Farquharson, M. Gemerd, B. Kloss, B. Krall, B. Leipold, 
M. Melani, D. Nutter, S. Ruby, K. Sallee, E. Thilo, B. Weisel, E. Wolfe), S. Ytterberg. Juniors: V. Good, J. Hocutt, S. Hughes, N. 
Rosenblum, J. Santarlas, B. Turner. 
Seniors: D. Brent, D. Gersh, R. Patterson. Juniors: T. Cohen, L. Pepper. Sophomore: M. Schwartz. Freshman: 
M. Weinberg. Grad Students: A. Darcy, C. Lai. 
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Theta 
Kappa 
Psi 
Doug Gersh, President; L 
Pepper, Treasurer. 
Alpha Kappa Kappa: J. Liggett, M. Treat. Nu Sigma Nu: G. Hughes, J. Salkowe. Phi Alpha 
Sigma: Y. Koo, F. Vasta. Phi Chi: R. De Andino, B. Krall . Phi Delta Epsilon: A. Bierlein, S. 
Weinstein. 
Alpha Omega Alpha 
Intrafraternity 
Council 
Dave Moore, President; Gary Owens, Vice 
President. 
Advisor: Dr. Gonzalo Aponte; President : Steven R. Peikin ; Vice Pres.: Bruce G. Silver; Vice Pres.: Antonio M. Granda; Sec-Treas: 
Dr. Warren Lang. 
Seniors: Louis T. Broad, Theresa A. Burt, Linda Devereux, Lee D. Griffith, William D. Lawrence, Kenneth S. Lewis, John P. 
Lubicky, John P. Morton, Robert V. Peruzzi, Jr., James D. Plumb, William M. Schulman, Donald R. Weidner, Steven M. Wenner, 
Stephan H. Whitenack. Juniors: Barbara Atkinson, Joseph R. Berger, Len E. Ennis, Antonio M. Granda, Raymond Hauser, Bert-
ram D. Kaplan, David Karasick, Stephen Karasick, James A. Kenning, Larry S. Mapow, Bruce P. Meinhard; Steven R. Peikin, 
Michael L. Podolsky, Jay S. Schinfeld, Bruce G. Silver, Bruce S. Zaret. 
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Student Council 
1973 Officers: Joseph S. Agnello, Jr., President; David P. Mayer, Vice President; Allan Neff, Secretary; Antonio Granda, Treasurer. 
1974 Officers: David Mayer, President; Allan Neff, Vice President; Meg Brunt, Secretary; Mike Glacco, Treasurer. 
Dr. Gordon Schwartz, Advisor. 
Class of 1974: Bruce Silver, President; Steve Peikin, Vice President; Joe 
Berger, Terry Burt, Jim Comish. 
Class of 1975: Bob Wall, President; Jack Hocutt, Vice President; Meg 
Brunt, Ann Hench, John Santarlas. 
Class of 1976: Virginia Myers, President; Gene Wolfe!, Vice President; 
David Allan, David Olson, Ruth Polan. 
Class of 1977: Juanita Comish, Dan Flynn, Jean Halpern, Sister Ann 
McCloskey, Kevin Robinson. 
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Christian Medical Society 
James McGeary, President 
B. Gibson, vice-pres.; Dr. W. Whiteley, Advisor. Senior: D. Harding. 
Juniors: B. Gibson, D. Hutchins, J. McGeary, C. Mcjunkin, S. Mory, 
I. Stolar, K. Thompson. Sophomores: F. Chervenak, B. Hilman, E. 
Jordan, K. Sommerville, S. White. 
Freshmen: S. Carty, B. Deschere, E. Johnson, T. Morrow, D. Play-
foot, P. Schaefer, J. Storer, S. Swift. Nursing Students: A. Billingsly, 
B. Bowman, M. Daldine, E. Danley, E. Glover, K. Hills, J. Jordan, E 
LeCappelain. J. Lohr, M. Pirselo, S. Rosen. 
Dr. Laird Jackson and Dr. Wesley Parke, Advisors. Seniors: C. Criger (official dibble), D. Myers. 
Juniors: L. Cook, M. Fiacco, J. DiSaverio, J. Manser, D. Mayer (chairperson), A. Neff, J. Santorlas, 
B. Sataloff, F. West. Soph.: L. Glazerman, V. Myers, D. Nutter, N. Roberts, J. Sands, D. Solomon, G. 
Wolfe!. Freshmen: W. Berrettine, F. Massimino, W. Wygal. 
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Ariel 
Editors: F Chervenak, C. Cummings, M Dembert, J. Kanofsky, 
J. Lammie. Staff: B. Breckenridge, J. Burke, J. Conti, H. Faust, L. 
Glazerman, K. Jaffe, G. Kaskey, J. McCann, M. Sinason; B. Sklaroff. 
1961 Society 
Freshmen: J. Bernstein, J. Cornish, C Doroshow, E. Dubin, B 
Hodge, T Komeluk, R. Wessel, R. Wimberley, S. Wolf. Junior: K 
Hall. Faculty: Marion Siegman. 
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Soph.: C Boerner, J. Fonken, B Levin, J. Miller, M. Riedy, N 
Roberts, E. Thilo, S. White. Senior: C. Criger. 
Sims Society 
Seniors: B. Danoff, R. Gaspari, M Gullotti , R. Patterson, V. Pelle-
grini, J. Rosenfeld , J. Schinfeld, J. Trahin, M. Wenof, S. Zamore. 
Junior: Allan Gold. Soph.: C . Boemer, R. Grossman, E. Thilo. 
Freshmen: R. Wessell, M. Zamore. 
0 
Jay Trahin, President; Allan Gold & Vince Pellegrini, Vice-
Presidents; Dr. Warren Lang, Advisor. 
Hare Society 
G. Piltzer, vice-president; A Sasaki, secretary ; R Tomichek, trea-
surer. Seniors: B. Berger, W. DiCuccio, R. DiPhillips, A. Granda, 
L. Griffith, M. Gullotti, J. Hermanovich, B. Hoch, R. Jeffrey, J. Ken-
ning, L. Leichter, W. Meyer, M. Mollen, F. Pearl, M. Pearlman, S. 
Peikin, V. Pellegrini, J. Pholeric, A. Sasaki, K Savage, I. Schwarz, 
B. Silver, B. Stein, S. Shrom, R. Tomichek, G. Vasquez, S. Weinstein, 
D. Weidner, B. Zaret. Juniors: A. Caruso, R. Gordon, R. Gordon, E 
Goldstein, G Lewis, H . Lipsitz, S. Moriz, G. Merli , G. Piltzer, R 
Sataloff, E. Schulman, W Rosner. Soph.: W. Carter, J. Knibbs, R 
Pierotti. Freshmen: R. Fuste. 
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Barry Stein, President; Joseph Medoff, M.D., 
Advisor. 
Family Physicians Society 
Bethany Venit, President; Martin Mollen & Anthony Molinaro Jr., Chairmen; Ors. Paul Brucker & 
Franklin Kelton, Advisors. 
Seniors: A. Angello, W. DiCuccio, E. Habecker, M. Gullotti, H. 
Hughes, E. Jeryan, M. Lewitt, G. Lupold, C. McClinton, P. Mitchell, 
A. Molinaro, M. Mollen, J. Morton, J. Plumb, A. Roberts, B. Venit, 
R. Weidner, W. Worhacz, W. Wrenn. Soph.: D. Batt, E. Beuchler, F 
Chervenak, B. Lamgarter, D. Martin, P. McGraw, G. Purdue, J. 
Thompson. 
Juniors: G. Brodie, M. Dembert, B. Hall, J. Hocutt, B. Oddi, A. Pat-
terson, D. Pepper, J. Rutenberg, J. Santarlas, A. Sitelman, J. Van 
Summer, G. Vlasca. Freshman: K. Wagner. 
Pediatrics Society 
Winslow Borkowski, President; Dr. Gerald Fendrick. Seniors: D. Brent, C. Cri-
ger, A. Guillot, R. Hauser, B. Hoch, M. McDonald, W. Meyer, M. Pearlman, S. 
Stevenson. Juniors: W. Borkowski, M. Dembert, E. Lowenstein, S. Towand, L. 
Valentine. Soph.: S. Cunningham, J. Liggett, N. Satur. 
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Gibbon Surgical Society 
Steve Whitenack, President 
Wes Harden, Vice President 
Dr. Gordon Schwartz, Advisor 
Seniors: T. Burt, J. Cattie, J. Comish, J. Doherty, R. Evans, B. Figgs, T. Granda, B. Griffith, L. Griffith, J. Ken-
ning, J. Kessel, F. Kucer, J. Lubicky, T. Matalewski, B. Meinhard, A. Meyer, G. Nardella, B. Peruzzi, T. Phelan, J. 
Plumb, R. Roeshman, B. Schulman, I. Schwartz, P. Seaver, B. Silver, D. Tomichek, B. Vanett, B. Wasnick, S. 
Whitenack, D. Williams. Juniors: D. Azar, G. Berry, T. Caruso, W. Harden, B. Houston, G. Hughes, J. Korey, M. 
Stewart. Sophomore: C. Cummings. 
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Alto: J. Berrettini, M Brunt, E. Buechler, J. Burke, A. Carter, D. Garmat, T. Harkes, D. Hiltz, J. 
Jennings, K. Kogut, A. McClosky, L. Miller, S. Muchnick, M. Osborn, B. Paul, N. Redfern, N. Ruht, R. 
Sataloff, T. Scanlon, C. Schmidt, J. Stein, P. Zimmerman. Bass: S. Berman, G. Billingsley, C. Cum" 
mings, R. Hayward, E. Jeryan, B. Martsolf, B. Meyer, B. Skeist. Soprano: N. Calabrese, H. Crispino, 
B. Davis, M. Dunn, E. DiGiacomo, B. Esten, J. Floridis, R. Fuste, B. Heintz, A. Hench, C. Janerich, 
M. Keller, P. Leiberman, J. McClintic, S. McManus, N. Parks, M. Riedy, P. Schaefer, D. Sutton, S. 
Szydlowski, L. Thilo, N. Ward, S. White. Tenor: L. Beatty, L. DeLucca, J. Dulcey, B. Lamparter, 
D. Myers, D. Hickeson, D. Olson, M. Schwartz, C. Sweirczak. Accompanists: W. Meyer, N. Redfern, 
N. Ruht. Recording Engineer: L. Balluch. 
Choir 
President, Barry Skeist; V. President, Helen 
Crispino; Conductor, Robert Sataloff. 
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SENIOR PORTRAIT 
Presented to 
JohnJ. Dowling, M.D. 
Associate Professor of 
Orthopedic Surgery 
Painted by 
Marion Sharpe 
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OUR MANY THANKS 
King O'Brien 
229 
A MESSAGE FROM THE 
EDITORS ... 
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Staff 
Jim Cornish 
Rich Crispino 
Mark Dembert 
Larry Glazerman 
Mark Heiser 
Jim Kessel 
Frank Pearl 
Mark Pearlman 
Vince Pelligrini 
(Activities Editor) 
Robert Sklaroff 
Rich Wallace 
Steve Whitenack 
Frank Wright 
The construction of a creative, arty, funny and meaningful year-
book is a difficult task for a couple of senior medical students who 
have to learn everything from scratch. We as editors have tried to 
create a traditional Jefferson yearbook. Traditional, because the 
Clinic is traditionally good. We hope the 1974 Clinic has truly 
reflected our warm ~eelings for Jefferson. 
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Barry S. Stein 
Steven R. Peikin 
Co-Editors 
Special Than ks to . . . 
Mr. William E. Braden 
Ms. Lou Ann Cotton 
Ms. Nancy S. Groseclose 
Ms. Violet Leszcynski 
Ms. Violet Mansure 
Mr. Marvin Merin 
Mr. William E. O'Brien 
Ms. Theresa Powers 
Mr. Jules Robinson 
Mr. Earl Spangenberg 
... and especially to 
Mrs. Steven Peikin 
Mrs. Barry Stein 
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HONORED PATRONS 
Mrs. Bernice Adams 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Agnello, Sr. 
R. William Alexander, M.D. 
Clara M. Ambrus, M.D. 
Dr. Julian L. Ambrus 
Dr. and Mrs. Albert L. Amshel 
Margaret L. Anderson, M.D. 
George J. Andros, M.D. 
Gonzalo E. Aponte , M.D. 
Panayotis Apostolidis , M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Ardman 
Armalavage Medical Corporation 
Thomas S. Armstrong, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Edwon D. Arsht 
Benjamin Bacharach, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bagian 
Dr. Harry W. Baily 
Charles W. Bair, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen F. Balshi 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Baka 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward J. Baranski 
Mr. Beauchamp 
Mr. and Mrs. Willard F. Becker 
Dr. and Mrs. James Beebe, Jr. 
A.R. Bellerue, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Owen Belmont 
Dr. and Mrs. George Bender 
Richard L. Bennett, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Velio E. Berardis 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Berger 
Dr. and Mrs. Erick J. Bergquist 
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Berguson 
A.A. Berrettini, M.D. 
Rose A. Berry 
Stanley Biddle 
John H . Bisbing, M.D. 
Joseph R. Blair, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Blake 
Dr. and Mrs. Donald M. Blatchley 
H.L. Bockus, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Jules H. Bogaev 
George J. Boines, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. A. C. Bonatti 
Mr. and Mrs. A.A. Boova 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Borish 
D.G. Borman, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Borowick 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Bortner 
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Bowen 
Paul A. Bowers, M.D. 
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Patrick Bowman 
Mrs. Emelia Glinka Brackinridge 
Michael J. Bradley 
M.B. Brandon, M.D. 
Robert L. Brent, M.D. , PhD. 
Dr. Sidney Brenner 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Brodhead, Jr. 
Dr. George A. Brown 
Dr. and Mrs. Harrold E. Brown 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Brown 
Matthew G. Brown, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Paul C. Brucker 
Harry H. Brunt, M.D. 
Joseph G. Buchert, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Buonadonna 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard A. Burningham 
John J. Burns, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Earl B. Byrne 
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Camas 
Mr. and Mrs. K.E. Campbell 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Campfield 
Mr. Frank M. Campo 
Ralph A. Carabasi , M. D. 
Peter M. Caranello, M.D. 
William S. Carter, Jr., M.D. 
Mario A. Castallo, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Chalfant 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Chervenak 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Cheyney 
Dr. Eugene L. Childers 
R.J. Childers 
In Memory of Dr. Martin Chomko 
Dr. Nicholas J. Christ 
A.B. Cimochowski, M.D. 
A. Henry Clagett, Jr., M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Classetti 
Louis H. Clerf, M.D. 
Dennis J. Cieri, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Edwon I. Cleveland 
M. Harlan Cloud, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Cobert 
Dr. and Mrs. William P. Coghlan 
Dr. Milton H. Cohen 
Herbert E. Cohn, M.D. 
Sidney Cohn 
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew R. Colletta 
Harold J. Collins , M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hubert Conner 
Joseph L. Conti 
Dr. Julius M. Coon 
Dr. and Mrs. Adrian D. Copeland 
James E. Copeland Jr., M.D. 
Jerome M. Cotler, M.D. 
Drew E. Courtney, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent D. Cuddy 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cunningham 
R.L. Dandrea, M.D. 
J. Wallace Davis, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. William S. Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. V. Terrell Davis 
John H. Deam, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. DeBiasse, Jr. 
Mr. Philip W. DeHart 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Dekutoski 
Leopoldo C. Delucca 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Denlinger 
William J. Dennis, M.D. 
Russell H. Derr, M.D. 
Samuel Dershaw, M.D. 
P.A. Deschler, Jr., M.D. 
F.C. DeTroia, M.D. 
Miles A. Devereux 
Charles J. De Wan, M.D. 
J. George Diamond, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. DiCuccio 
D.M. Dill, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Robert Dilworth 
Mr. and Mrs. Domenic DiPhillips 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas V. DiSilvio 
John F. DiTunno, Jr., M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Michael R. Dobridge 
Leslie M. Dobson, M.D. 
Samuel M. Dodek, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. John Doherty 
Robert B. Doll 
H. Donnon, M.D. 
Helen L. Doroshow 
John J. Donlink, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Drass 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Duane 
Dr. Carl R. Dudeck 
Richard V. Duffy, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Dunn, Jr. 
Martin J. Durkin, M.D. 
A.M. Duster, M.D. 
David Eckstein 
N. Edalatpour, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. M. Paul Elkind 
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Elmer 
In Memory of Milton B. Emanuel, M.D. 
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Dr. and Mrs. James C. Erickson III 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Evans 
John Radcliffe Ewan, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Fairman 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Fales 
Samuel S. Faris II, M.D. 
Halley S. Faust 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Fehnel 
Dr. Eugene S. Felderman 
Dr. G. Fendrick 
John M. Fenlin, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Ferriss 
Dr. and Mrs. Moses J. Finder 
Dr. and Mrs. Barnet Fine 
Edward Fine, M.D. 
Charles Fineberg, M.D. 
J. Michael Fiorello, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Stewart E. First 
H. Bennett Fletcher, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Flomenberg 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Flynn 
K.A. Fogley 
Dr. and Mrs. James G. Foley 
Ben F. Fortune, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Foster 
J.H.S. Foushee, M.D. 
Archie Franton 
Elizabeth Fravenhoffer 
Dr. Frederick C. Freed 
A.W. and W.A. Freeman, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Fry 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Gardner 
John J. Gartland, M.D. 
Franklin Gersh 
Louis Gilbert 
Basil J. Giletto, M.D. 
John A. Gillis, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Irving M. Gilman 
Dr. Charles M. Ginsberg 
Mr. Hyman Ginsberg 
Dr. E. B. Glenn 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Glowacki 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Godfrey 
Carla E. Goepp, M.D. 
Selma Gold 
Arnold Goldberger, M.D. 
Warren P. Goldburgh, M.D. 
Alvin F. Goldfarb, M.D. 
Harry Goldsmith, M.D. 
Franz Goldstein, M.D. 
Norman A. Goldstein, M.D. 
Harry H. Epstein, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Gonnella 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Good 
Norman J. Goode, Jr., M.D. 
Oscar S. Goodwin 
Dr. George R. Gordon 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert 0. Corson 
S.J. Gordon, M.D. 
Paul L. Gorsuch, M.D. 
Stephen Gosin, M.D. 
Frederic R. Gottlieb, M.D. 
Dr. Raymond C. Grandon 
Dr. and Mrs. Frank D. Gray, Jr. 
J. David Grebos 
Martin Green, M.D. 
Charles H. Greenbaum, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis J. Greenspan 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Criger 
Stanley J. Gusciora , M.D. 
Samuel A. Guttman, M.D. 
Doyle D. Hagg 
George A. Hahn, M.D 
Mrs. Betty Halpern 
Stuart W. Hamburger, M.D. 
J.R. Haney, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. John J. Hanlon 
H.R. Hanson 
W.V. Harrer, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Clyde E. Harriger 
David M. Harris 
Bruce D. Harrold, M. D. 
Benjoamin Haskell, M.D. 
Dr. Harold J. Hassel 
L.C. Hatch, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. George S. Haupt 
Dr. and Mrs. Welland A. Hause 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond F. Hauser 
Robert A~ Heinbach , M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril B. Heller 
James T . Helsper, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Herbut 
Mr. and Mrs. John Hermanovich 
Dr. and Mrs. E. Bruce Hilton 
A.A. Hiltz 
Mr. and Mrs. George Hinson 
John E. Hocutt 
Joseph Hodge, M.D. 
John Hodges, M.D. 
J. David Hoffman, M. D. 
A.L. Hoffmaster, M.D. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Hoffman 
Leo B. Hogan, M.D. 
W.T. Holland, Jr., M.D. 
Roy G. Holly, M.D., Ph.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. J.L. Hollywood 
Donald Hooper, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Hopkins 
Walter K. Horst 
Ronald}. Horvath , M.D. 
Dr. Edmund L. Houser 
Dr. James J. Houser 
Dr. and Mrs. Emil Howanitz 
Thomas K. Howard, M.D. 
Aviva S. Hoyer, M.D. 
William E. Hudson, M.D. 
Eugene P. Hughes, M.D. 
Walter Huenuk, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Hunt 
James Hunter, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Clyde H . Ishii 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold L. Ishler, Jr. 
Harold L. Israel, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Laird Jackson 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard S. Jackson 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Jacobs 
Dr. and Mrs. Jay Jacoby 
Dr. Edward Jaeger 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jaffe 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Jahnke 
Reverend and Mrs. S.C. Jaxheimer 
William· R. Jens 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Johnson, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. C.H. Jones 
Howard Z. Joselson 
Etta M. Ka ms I er 
Paul B. Kanofsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Ph iii p Kanof sky 
Bernard Kaplan 
Paul Karlik, Jr., M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Kaskey 
Merle H. Katzman, M.D. 
Colonel and Mrs. John J. Kavanagh 
Louis L. Keeler, M.D. 
Francis X. Keeley, M. D. 
Vincent A. Kehm, M.D. 
Eli J. Kelle, M.D. 
William F. Kellow, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin C. Kelton, M.D. 
James W. Kendis, M.D. 
James A. Kenning 
Dr. and Mrs. Alezander I. Kevnish 
Daniel G. Lewis 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Lewis 
Dr. Willard Lichtenstein 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Ligato 
John H. Light, M.D. 
Armond Lindes, M.D. 
Mrs. Elleanor Lindes 
Mrs. Gladys M. Lindes 
Dr. & Mrs. John N. Lindquist 
John E. Livingood, M.C 
Dr. & Mrs. Dermot Lohr 
Joseph P. Long, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Love 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D. Lubin 
Sol Lubin, M.D. 
C.B. Lull, Jr. 
George A.F. Lundberg, M.D. 
Wilbert G. Lundgren, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Luscombe 
J. Edward Lynch, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Mackowiak 
Dr. & Mrs. John S. Madara 
Mr. & Mrs. Larry E. Magargal 
Herbert G. Magenheim, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Magley 
Magdalen Malachesky 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Mambu 
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph J. Manco 
Mr. & Mrs. P.J. Marcello 
Edwin M. Marcus, M.D. 
Gerald Marks, M.D. 
Dr. Frank B. Marsh 
Alfred]. Martin Jr., M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Martin 
Antonio C. Martinez, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. John Martsolf 
James H. Mason Sr., M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Maurer 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Maxin 
Albert A. Mazzeo, M.D. 
William McDonnell, M.D. 
James A. McFadden Jr. 
Joseph P. McGee Jr., M.D. 
E.H. McGehee, M.D. 
John McGehee, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward McLaughlin 
Dr. L. McStravog 
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Medway 
George M. Meier, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Meinhard 
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Dr. and Mrs. Baldwin L. Keyes 
S. Victor King, M.D. 
John A. Kline, M.D. 
Steven W. Klinman 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Klotz 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kloss 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Kluchinski 
Carl L. Knopf, M.D. 
H.J. Knowles, M.D. 
Arthur Koffler, M.D. 
Mrs. Gertrude Kohn 
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Koltes 
Mr. and Mrs. William Konchar, Sr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Edward H. Kotin 
Francis M. Kopack, M.D. 
Max M. Koppel, M.D. 
O.D. Kowlessar, M.D. 
Richard J. Kraemer, M.D. 
Samuel D. Kron, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Krywicki 
Richard V. Kubiak, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kucer 
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Kuhlmann 
Dr. John R. Kuhn, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen M. Kukucka 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Kundrat 
Dr. and Mrs. Koson Kuroda 
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome A. LaManna 
Dr. & Mrs. Warren Lambright 
James L. Lammie 
Mr. & Mrs. Harold J. Lampert 
Leonard P. Lang, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Duane R. Larkin 
Andrew G. Lasichak, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Norman Lasker 
Dr. & Mrs. H.W. Law 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Lawlor 
Jerome J. Lebovitz, M.D. 
Joseph F. Lechman, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. James H. Lee 
William T. Lemmon, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert T. Lentz 
Mr. & Mrs. George Leo 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward C. Leonard, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin LePoff 
William W. Lermann, M.D. 
Vincent 0. Lesh, M.D. 
Samuel J. Lesko, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Raphael A. Levin 
Louis E. Levinson, M.D. 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center, 
Dept. of Medicine 
Joseph Medoff, M.D. 
William A. Merlino, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Mervine III 
T.B. Mervine, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Meyer 
Dr. & Dr. Donald Meyers 
Sheldon B. Meyerson, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Midura 
Dr. & Mrs. John Mika 
I.E. Mikowski, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. George D. Miller 
Wilbur H. Miller Jr., M.D. 
Carl L. Minier, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald W. Minteer 
David F. Mintell, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. William Mirenda 
J.M . Mirman, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Mizak 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Molinaro Sr. 
Mr. James Moore 
Dr. & Mrs. Philip J. Morgan 
Charles J. Morosini 
Mr. & Mrs. S. Olin Morris 
Mr. & Mrs. Archibald Morrison 
Paul H. Morton, M.D. 
Melvin L. Moses, M.D. 
Dr. Norman Moskowitz 
Dr. M. Norman Moss 
Dr. Otto F. Muller 
Carl P. Mulveny', M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Naples 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G. Nasca 
Thomas F. Nealon, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Hubert R. Nestor 
Leroy Newman, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. William Newman II 
Mr. John Nevulis 
David Nickeson 
Marvin E. Nielsen 
Paul Noble, M.D. 
Dr. & Dr. Diosdodo Non Jr. 
Ernest L. Noone, M.D. 
James P. Noone, M.D. 
James F. Norton, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. George Norwood Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. John A. O' Donnell 
John J. O'Keefe, M.D. 
Ward D. O'Sullivan, M.D. 
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Mr. & Mrs. Louis P. Oliveri 
William Olney 
Harold S. Orchow, M.D. 
Clifford P. Pancerev 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Dale Parr 
George W. Paschal Jr. , M.D. 
John M. Patterson, M. D. 
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Peck 
Michael Pedicino, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. David S. Peikin 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Pelensky 
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred J. Pellegrini 
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Penta 
Paul K. Perilstein, M.D. 
Leon A. Peris, M.D. 
Henry M. Perry, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert E. Peters 
Mr. & Mrs. Herrick Peterson 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas H. Phalen 
Edward S. Phillips, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Piatt, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Pittelli 
Paul C. Plastino 
Prof. & Mrs. Ralph E. Playfoot 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Plumb 
A.J. Podboy, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul J. Poinsard 
Grover C. Powell, M.D. 
Louis Principato, M.D. 
John P. Prioletti, M.D. 
C. E. Probst Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. F.C. Prunty 
Donald M. Qualls, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Randall 
Darwin W. Rannels, M.D. 
Joseph P. Reath 
Robert D. Rector, M.D. 
Daniel & Helen Rednor (Foundation) 
Paul B. Reisinger, M.D. 
Ernest C. Richardson Jr., M.D. 
Robert J. Revelli, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward A. Ricketts 
Lewis C. Robbins, M.D. 
John M. Roberts, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Rodgers 
Christopher Rose, M.D. 
Leonard P. Rosen, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Rosenfeld 
Dr. Simon H. Rosenthal 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Rothstein 
Bernard B. Rotko, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Rupp 
Mr. & Mrs. Cecil C. Rush 
John R. Rushton III, M.D. 
B. Royce Russell Sr. 
Joseph R. Russo, M.D. 
William A. Rutter, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Ruzbarsky 
Dr. & Mrs. Howard N. Sabarra 
Dr. & Mrs. J.J. Saukkonen 
Dr. Robert Salasin 
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Sands 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Santoro 
H.M. Sapiro, M.D. 
Robert J. Saul, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. J.W. Savacool 
Russell Schaedler, M.D. 
Leroy A. Schall, M.D. 
Angelo S. Scherma, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Louis H. Schinfeld 
Dr. Albert Schiowitz 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Schlechter 
N.S. Schlezinger, M.D. 
Lawrence Schneider, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Albert G. Schran 
Jesse Schulman, M.D. 
Francis Schumann, M. D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Gordon F. Schwartz 
Mr. Thomas Scott 
Charles C. Scrobola, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Willard N. Sears 
Mr. & Mrs. Philip R. Seaver 
Samuel Earl Senor, M.D. 
Mrs. Eleanora F. Sexton 
Dr. & Mrs. F.J. Shannon Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Ed Shearbom 
Henry Keen Shoemaker, M.D. 
Dean C. Shore, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth R. Shugar 
Leonard Shapiro 
Dr. & Mrs. Sandor Shapiro 
S.J. Shapiro, M.D. 
Dr. Raymond E. Silk 
Israel 0. Silver, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Morton Silver 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Silver 
Dr. & Mrs. W. Caldwell Sims 
Alvin Singer, M.D. 
George Wm. Smith, M.D. 
H. Lawrence Smith, M.D. 
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Rollin H. Smith, M.D. 
Stanton N. Smullens, M.D. 
Dr. Howard E. Snyder 
James L. Snyder, M.D. 
Robert W. Solit, M.D. 
Dr. Martha Southard 
Lawrence T. Sprinkle, M.D. 
Walter E. Starz, M.D. 
Joseph W. Stayman Jr., M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Stein 
Robert S. Stein, M.D. 
Arthur Steinberg, M.D. 
William Stepansky, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. James M. Stem 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Stevenson Jr. 
1.J. Stewart, M.D. 
John M. Stirna, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Henry C. Stofman 
Dr. & Mrs. James L. Stone 
Robert P. Stoy, M.D. 
Rendall R. Strawbridge, M.D. 
Dr. George H. Strong 
Paul T. Strong, M. D. 
Harry D. Sugar, M.D. 
Marcel S. Sussman, M.D. 
Harry M. Swartz, M.D. 
John Y. Templeton III, M.D. 
Thomas B. Templeton, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Thilo 
Dr. & Mrs. James H. Thomas 
Paul A. Thomas, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Thornton 
Mr. & Mrs. John B. Thornton 
G.F. Tibbens, M.D. 
Walter T. Tice, M.D. 
Darryl B. Tisherman, M.D. 
Ronald E. Traum, M.D. 
ConnellJ. Trimber, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony Triolo 
Charles 0. Tyler, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. L.G. Van Uitert 
John C. Urbaitis, M.D. 
Arthur B. Van Gundy, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Vasta 
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Vickerman 
Teekie Wagner, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. K. Thomas Wagner 
Dr. & Mrs. John S. Walker 
Patrick Wall 
Mr. & Mrs. Oscar Wallace 
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Walsh 
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Ward 
Dr. & Mrs. William Wasnick 
Mr. & Mrs. L.M. Wasserbly 
Robert P. Waterhouse, M.D. 
B. Ralph Wyman Jr., M.D. 
Harold R. Weidaw, M.D. 
Rayford L. Weinstein, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. W.F. Weisel 
Albert E. Welsh Jr., M.D. 
Irving Wenoff, D.D.S. 
James Weres, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Julian C. Wessell 
William J. West, M.D. 
Clifton F. West Jr., M.D. 
Irving B. Wexlar, M.D. 
George F. Wheeling, M.D. 
William H. Whitely, M. D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Wighton 
Dr. & Mrs. W. Scott Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Watkin B. Williams 
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander Willis 
Wilmington Medical Center, 
Family Practice Division 
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John K. Wilson 
C. Wilmer Wirts Jr. , M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert I. Wise 
Frank A. Wolf Jr., M.D. 
Mr. Edward L. Wolfel 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Wolitz 
Dr. & Mrs. Noel C. Womack Jr. 
Robert T. Wong, M.D. 
Sau Ki Wong, M.D. 
Jack R. Woodside, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Worhacz 
Walter F. Wrenn Jr. 
Burchard E. Wright, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Un Taek Yang 
Edmond K. Yantes, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Evans H. M. Yim 
Anthony G. Zale, M. D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Emanuel Zamore 
Mr. & Mrs. G. Zaret 
Mr. Joseph Zielinski 
Mr. & Mrs. K. Zubrow 
Mrs. F.J. Zukoski 

INTERNSHIPS 
STUDENT NAME 
Agnello, Joseph S. 
Amsterdam, Jay D. 
Angelo, Alice A. 
Atkinson, Barbara F. 
Baez, Steve 
Becker, Ward G. 
Berger, Bruce C. 
Berger, Joseph R. 
Blumberg, Albert L. 
Breckenridge, Robert 
Brent, David A. 
Broad, Louis T. 
Brooks, John J. 
Brown, Joel M. 
Burt, Theresa A. 
Campbell, Tom E. 
Caputo, Larry A. 
Carunchio, Michael J. 
Cattie, John V. 
Chadwick, Neal C . 
Cheyney, Kathleen F. 
Clark, David G. 
Cochran, Thomas P. 
Crispino, Richard D. 
Danoff, Burton H. 
Decker, Steven E. 
Dehart, Scott M. 
Denlinger, Lee E. 
Dershaw, D. David 
Devereux, Linda 
Di Phillips, Raymond P. 
Dougherty, Anthony C. 
Drass, Edward F. 
Ellsweig, Bruce A. 
Ennis, Len E. 
Evans, Richard A. 
Falcone, Domenico 
Figgs, Barbara Lynne 
Filstein, Allen B. 
Freedman, Samuel P. 
Freeman-White, Tiyi R. 
Fried, Stanley M. 
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HOS PIT AL NAME 
St. Joseph Hospital 
Syracuse Med. Center 
Hartford Hospital 
Hosp. of Univ. of Pa. 
Naval Oakland 
Reading Hospital 
Lankenau Hospital 
Georgetown University 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Berkshire Med. Ctr. 
Univ. Colorado Affil. Hosp. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Hosp. of Univ. of Pa. 
Methodist Bosp.-Dallas 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Univ. Michigan Affil. 
Allegheny General Hosp. 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Mercy Hospital 
Geo. Washington Univ. Hosp. 
Hartford Hospital 
Pennsylvania Hospital 
Abington Memorial Hosp. 
Univ. Miami Affil. Hosps. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
York Hospital 
Bryn Mawr Hospital 
Beth Israel Hospital 
Bryn Mawr Hospital 
Cooper Hospital 
Grad. Hosp. U. of Pa. 
Geisinger Med. Ctr. 
York Hospital 
New England Deaconess 
Fitzgerald Mercy Hosp. 
Hosp. of Univ. of Pa. 
Allentown Hospital 
Grady Memorial 
Fitzgerald Mercy Hosp. 
Harlem Hospital 
Memorial Hospital 
STUDENT NAME 
Gaspari, Raymond J. 
Gersh, Douglas B. 
Geyer, Stanley J. 
Gibbons, William James 
Gillis, Victoria A. 
Glenn, John F. 
Godfrey, Michael P. 
Coore, Myrtle E. 
Gordin, Stephen J. 
Granda, Antonio M. 
Greenspan, Mitchell M. 
Griffith, Bartley P. 
Griffith, Lee D. 
Criger, Christine A. 
Guidon, Marietta F. 
Guillot, Ann P. 
Gullotti, Michael J. 
Habecker, Elizabeth T. 
Hamsher, C. David 
HarSi.ng, David B. 
Harrold, Leslie S. 
Hauser, Raymond J. 
Heiser, Mark S. 
Hermanovich, John 
Hobbs, Robert E. 
Hoch, Bradley R. 
Horst, Harriette M. 
Hughes, Howard G. 
Hunt, Clifton H. 
Jaffe, Kenneth E. 
Jaffe, Richard L. 
Jeffrey, Robert B. 
Jeryan, Edward M. 
Johnson, Robert M. 
Kaplan, Bertram D. 
Karasick, David 
Karasick, Stephen 
Karlavage, John J. 
Kaskey, Gary B. 
Kelton, Franklin C. 
Kenning, James A. 
Kessel, James W. 
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HOS PIT AL NAME 
York Hospital 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
Bellevue Hosp. Ctr.-NYU 
Abington Memorial Hosp. 
Henry Ford Hospital 
Misericordia Hospital 
Beekman Downtown Hosp. 
Grady Memorial 
Lankenau Hospital 
Vanderbilt Univ. Affil. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Presbyterian University 
San Diego Co. Univ. 
Temple University Hosps. 
St. Vincents Hosp.-NYC 
Med. Ctr. Hosp. Vermont 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Harrisburg Polyclinic 
Bryn Mawr Hospital 
Grant Hospital 
Akron City Hospital 
Reading Hospital 
Childrens Hospital 
Lankenau Hospital 
Lankenau Hospital 
Childrens Hospital 
Henry Ford Hospital 
Geisinger Med. Ctr. 
North Carolina Baptist 
Univ. Hosps. Madison 
St. Elizabeths Hospital 
Presbyterian Hospital 
Overlook Hospital 
Hartford Hospital 
Duke University Med. Ctr. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Charles S. Wilson Mem. 
Strong Memorial Hosp. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Mary Hitchcock Mem. Hosp. 
Misericordia Hospital 
STUDENT NAME 
Klotz , Thomas A. 
Kluchinski , Barbara J. 
Kobialka, Walter M. 
Kohn, Jeffre y Kenneth 
Kucer, Frank T. 
Kuchler, Joseph A. 
Kuhlmann, Elizabeth 
Kukucka , Michael A. 
Lampert, Scott I. 
Laµry , William L. 
Lawrence, William D. 
Lehman, Thomas J.A. 
Leichter, Larry R. 
Leo, Michael C. 
Lewis, Kenneth S. 
Lewitt, Michael H . 
Lichtenstein, Steve B. 
Lubicky, John P. 
Lupold, Georgetta D. 
Mapow, Larry S. 
Martell, Stephen P. 
Matulewski , Thomas J. 
Maxin, Charles W. 
McClinton, Cedric W. 
McDonald, Marilyn M. 
Meinhard, Bruce P. 
Merrell, Raymond W. 
Meyer, Allen E. 
Meyer, William H. 
Miller, William I. 
Mitchell , Perry L. 
Molinaro, Anthony D. 
Mollen , Martin D. 
Morton, John P. 
Nardella, Guy M. 
Olney, William B. 
Patterson , Ronald J. 
Pearl, Frank J. 
Pearlman, Mark A. 
Peikin, Steven R. 
Pellegrini , Vincent A. 
Peruzzi, Robert V. 
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HOSPITAL NAME 
Los Angeles Co.-USC Ctr. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Hahnemann Med. Coll. Hosp. 
Lankenau Hospital 
Cooper Hospital 
Good Samariton Hosp. 
St. Vincents Hosp.-NYC 
Grady Memorial 
Misericordia Hospital 
Temple University Hosps. 
Childrens Hospital 
Meadowbrook Hospital 
Berkshire Med. Ctr. 
Univ. of Maryland Hosp. 
Misericordia Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Med. College of Virginia 
Williamsport Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Williamsport Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
York Hospital 
Univ. Colorado Affil. Hosp. 
Grady Memorial 
St. Vincents Hosp.-NYC 
Misericordia Hospital 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
Conemaugh Valley Mem. 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
York Hospital 
Good Samaritan Hospital 
Maricopa County Gen. Hosp. 
Presbyterian University 
Los Angeles Co-USC Ctr. 
Tufts U. Affil. Hosps. 
Univ. Miami Affil. Hosps. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Univ. California Hosps.-Moffitt 
Lankenau Hospital 
Abington Memorial Hosp. 
STUDENT NAME 
Phelan, Thomas I. 
Pholeric, John F. 
Plumb, James D. 
Podolsky, Michael L. 
Roberts, Alan K. 
Robinson, Clarice A. 
Rosenfeld, Joel C. 
Sasaki, Anna W. 
Schulman, William M. 
Seaver, Philip R. 
Shapiro, Jeryl R. 
Share, Edward J. 
Shrom, Stanley H. 
Silver, Bruce G. 
Sklaroff, Robert B. 
Smoyer, Ronald L. 
Soraruf, Louis P. 
St. John, Thomas A. 
Stein, Barry S. 
Stevenson, Susan M. 
Stotler, Charles W. 
Suchman, James F. 
Sundt, Linda M. 
Tomichek, Richard C. 
Trahin, Jay R. 
Vanett, Bruce B. 
Vasta, Alfred G. 
Venit, Bethany A. 
Wasnick, Robert J. 
Weidner, Donald R. 
Weinstein, Steven L. 
Wenner, Steven M. 
Wenof, Michael 
Whitenack, Stephan H. 
Wighton, Harold B. 
Williams, Donald B. 
Willis, Arnold J. 
Wrenn, Walter F. 
Zamore, Steven M. 
Zaret, Bruce S. 
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HOS PIT AL NAME 
Misericordia Hospital 
Hartford Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Boston City Hospital 
St. Margaret Mem. Hosp. 
Martin Luther King Hosp. 
Pennsylvania Hospital 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
Univ. Miami Affil. Hosps. 
Presbyterian Hospital 
Med. Ctr. Hosp. Vermont 
Los Angeles Co-USC Ctr. 
Pennsylvania Hospital 
Lankenau Hospital 
Henry Ford Hospital 
Conemaugh Valley Mem. 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
Naval Philadelphia 
Lankenau Hospital 
Temple University Hosps. 
Conemaugh Valley Mem. 
Hartford Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Wilmington Med. Ctr. 
St. Vincents Hosp.-NYC 
Fitzgerald Mercy Hosp. 
Conemaugh Valley Mem. 
St. Vincents Hosp.-NYC 
Charles S. Wilson Mem. 
Childrens Hospital 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Temple University Hosps. 
Thomas Jefferson Univ. 
Providence Hospital 
Mary Hitchcock Mem. Hosp. 
Geo. Washington Univ. Hosp. 
Misericordia Hospital 
North Shore-Memorial 
Bronx Municipal Hosp. Ctr. 
HONORED BUSINESS PATRONS 
Arc Company, Inc. 
Automation Aids, Inc. 
Capp Automatic Precision Products, Inc. 
Central Uniforms 
EDP Personnel Employment Agency, Inc. 
Irv's Lunch 
Lerch, Bates & Associates, Inc. 
Mayer & Myles Biological Industrial Organization, Inc. 
P. Agnes, Builder 
Peter Roberts Enterprises, Inc. 
Spiros Doulis 
Tinkler and Co., Inc. 
Unity Food Market 
Vinnelson' s Bakery, Inc. 
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I 
I 
BEST WISHES & GOOD LUCK 
to the 
CLASS OF 1974 
from 
THE COOPER HOS PIT AL 
Camden, New Jersey 
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PENNBROOK DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Courtesy 
of 
POTAMKIN CHEVROLET 
America's Largest Chevrolet Dealer 
1101 S. Broad St. 
467-5400 
ffif\(F\R ~C~;~ING, INC. 
1122 Walnut Street 
Liberty of London 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 
PLUS 
QUALITY SERVICE 
Pennbrook Milk Company 
Call JE 5-4400 
The Independent Dairy 
Catering to the Independent 
er. 
r1cs 
FEATURING 
Phila., Pa. 19107 •WA 3·1656 
STORE HOURS: Mon. thru Sat. 
10 to 5 P.M.; Wed. till a P.M.; 
Sun. 10 to 4 P.M. Silks, Cottons, Woolens 
Abraham of Switzerland 
Tartans from Scotland 
Ultra Suede by Skinner Moygashel Llnen 
David and John Anderson Vyella Flannel from Scotland 
CONGRATULATIONS 
To The 
Class of 197 4 
Compliments of 
1222-24 Walnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 07 
HBE LEASING CORPORATION 
1530 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
;z47 
ASSOCIATED 
AUDITORY 
INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
6796 Market St. 
Upper Darby, Pa. 19082 
THE WOMEN'S BOARD 
OF 
THOMAS JEFFERSON 
UNIVERSITY HOS PIT AL 
Founded 1908 
IN GRATEFUL APPRECIATION 
OF THE DEDICATION OF 
THE WOMEN'S BOARD 
WHO SUPPORTED THE RENOVATION 
OF THIS 
INTENSIVE CARE NURSERY 
METHODIST HOSPITAL 
2301 South Broad Street • Philadelphia, Pa. 19148 • DE 6-3300 
-.formal affiliation with Thomas Jefferson University 
-249 beds and 22 bassinets 
-Affiliated Residencies in Medicine, Surgery, Ob-Gyn and Orthopedics 
-Internships: Rotating 0, 1, 2, 3 
--House Staff Training Program 
-Close patient contact 
-Salary: $9,500 
-Apartments for married and single Interns 
For additional information contact: 
John N. Giacobbo, M.D. 
Director of Medical Education 
Compliments of 
WELDERS SUPPLY INC. 
Horsham, Pa., Phila , Bellmawr, NJ. 
AIR CO 
Compressed and Li4uid Gases 
Medical and Lab Gases 
Compliments of 
JOHN L. McKEEVER, III, C . L. U. 
of 
Inter Services Incorporated 
Insurance Marketing and Management 
GOOD LUCK 
GRADUATES 
When You Think of Residencies-
Consider Wilmington Medical Center 
When You Think of Practice-
Remember Delaware 
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SURGITOOL INCORPORATED 
Surgical Advancement Through + 
Mechanical Technology -
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA I524.1 
Telephone (412) 343-2654 
Congratulations and Best Wishes to the 
Class of 1974 
MERIN STUDIOS OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 
INC. 
* 
Official Photographers to the Clinic 
for the Past Thirty-Two Years 
* All Portraits Appearing in This Edition 
Have Been Placed on File in Our Studio 
and Can Be Duplicated at Any Time 
Write us or phone for information 
2981 Grant Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
OR 3-5777 
1 '· TEACHING FILMS 
1
. ·. FOR THE MEDICAL SCIENCES 
. · . Four exceptional series of color/sound films 
for your teaching program. Each series repre-
sents an indepth study of a principal area of the human 
anatomy, and each is authored by a noted and eminent 
authority in that field. 
CINE PROSECTOR (20 films) 
Laurence E. Wragg, Ph.D., M.D. 
GUIDES TO DISSECTION (42 films) 
Carmine D. Clemente, Ph.D. 
ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN EYE (7 films) 
Louis}. Girard, M.D., F.A.C.S. 
THE ANATOMICAL BASIS OF BRAIN FUNCTION 
(20 films) 
Wendell}. S. Krieg, Ph.D. 
All films available in 16mm (optical sound) and Super 8mm 
(magnetic sound). 16mm prints are available for review for 
purchase consideration. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL: 
Teaching Films, Inc. 
P.O. Box 66824, Houston, Texas 77006 
A/C 713, 523-6701 
LAB CARE CAGING SYSTEMS 
FOR OPTIMUM HOUSING OF 
ANIMALS USED IN MEDICAL 
RESEARCH 
RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY, INC. 
P.O. Box 1151 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
(713) 822-6127 or 
(713) 822-0500 
"The Thank lbu Bank" 
The First Pennsylvania Banking and Trust Company 
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STOUFFER'S 
MANAGEMENT FOOD 
SERVICE 
SERVING THE HEALTH CARE, 
EDUCATIONAL, AND BUSINESS 
MARKETS. 
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE: 
1500 CHESTNUT ST. 
(215)-568-6500 
KING KOIL SLEEP PRODUCTS 
CENTRAL RESTAURANT 
1034 Spruce St. 
Was-1334 
Take Out Orders Prepared 
Serving Jefferson Students 
For Over 5 Years 
CLINTON 
301 So. 11th Street 
WA3-3151 
DRY CLEANERS 
& 
LAUNDRY 
Compliments of 
Society Hill Prime Meats 
CLOTH COATS • SUITS • FUR STORA.OE • REMODELING e REPAIRING 
WA3-1317 128S.11THSTREET 
Lukens Manufacturing Compliments of 
Company 
5212 Pulaski Ave. 
Phila., Pa. 19144 
(215) 848-8905 
Visit Our Local Bedquarters 
at Better Furniture Stores. 
Compliments of 
SIX GUN TERRITORY 
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania 
A. ERNEST D' AMBLY, INC. 
42 So. 15th St. 
Phila., Pa. 19102 
Compliments of 
LEON STOTTER INC. 
176 Baltimore Ave. 
Bridgeton, New Jersey 
RD KEYPUNCH SERVICE 
KEYPUNCH 
COMPUTER PROCESSING 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
PROGRAMMING 
CONSULTING 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
RD KEYPUNCH SERVICE INC. 
1290 Collings Rd. Frvw-962-6300 
For all your instrument 
Servl"ce needs •Aulomaledchem•strysystems • Balances/Scales 
• Blood gas units 
ca ll ExperTech •Centrifuges 
• Chloridometers 
LOB-7393 • Chromatographs •Colon meters 0 • Oens1lometers •Laboratory contracts • Flame photometer s •Instrument contracts • Fluorometers •Demand calls • Microscopes 
• Recorders 
• Spectrophotomc lc rs 
RiTE•CHElectrn-mec~;;~~;:~:ces , I Company 
01v1s1on of Sm1thKline Corporation 
Philadelphia Serv1center 444 Norlh 16th Street 
ACME ALLOYS 
N.E., Cor. 18th St. and Washington Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19146 
215-735-9678 
Producers of Blocking Alloy 
For Use in Radiation Therapy 
THE ALTOONA HOSPITAL 
Altoona, Pa. 
Vital Signs: 
485 Beds 
FOR IMFORMATION WRITE: 
Philip W. Hoovler, M.D. 
Director of Medical Education 
Medical Staff Physicians 
Certified in Many 
Specialities 20 Bed Psychiatric Unit 
40 Bassinettes 
Education Programs 
16 Internships 
Rotating 
Residencies in: 
Surgery-4 Yrs. 
Family Practice-3 Yrs 
(Developing) 
Pathology-4 Yrs. 
The Altoona Hospital 
Altoona, Pennsylvania 
16603 
Phone: 814-946-2128 
Full Time Emergency Room 
Physicians 
House Staff Salaries: 
$12,300 to $17,000 
Plus Maintenance 
Available Added Attractions-Skiing at Blue Knob, Hunting, Fishing, Symphony and Theatre 
Group. 
MARTIN FREEDMAN 
Columbus Associates 
2461 N. 54th St. 
Suite 220 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Telephone-879-1700 
LIFE INSURANCE 
Landscape Design and Planting 
De8-3990 
GREEN'S NURSERY GARDEN 
8525 Frankford Ave. 
Phila. , Pa. 19136 
"Garden Center and Greenhouses" 
Planting Open Every Day 
Maintenance 
Compliments of 
THE PURDUE FREDERICK 
COMPANY 
50 Washington St 
Norwalk, Conn. 
TEA LEAF & CARD READING KINGSLEY 5-8834 
Polly's Restaurant 
, LUNCHEON-AFTERNOON TEA 
TEA ROOM DINNER 
1220 LOCUST STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107 
Compliments of 
EV ANS AND CONVERY 
Marking Devices 
Supplying the Medical Student, 
Intern and Practicing Physician 
BEEBER MEDICAL SUPPLY CO. 
1109 Walnut St. 
Phila., Pa. 19107 
(215) WA3-l 791 
Visit our newly-designed consultation, waiting and 
examination rooms. Our services include layout, 
decorating service and low, long-term financing. 
PARKER & CO. 
INC. OF PENNA. 
PHILADELPHIA 19103 
1616 Walnut St.• 732-9300 
INSURANCE BROKERS 
"Consulting and Actuarial Service" 
Division of Frank B. Hall, Inc. 
NEW YORK• PHILADELPHIA 
BOSTON• WASHINGTON, D.C. 
ATLANTA • CORAL GABLES 
JACKSONVILLE• SAN FRANCISCO 
THE STUDENT COUNCIL 
IN 
ACTION 
• Pre-Med Luncheon and Tours 
• Orientation Week 
• Student-Faculty Committee 
• lnterfraternity Council 
• Note Services 
• Commons Activities 
• Curriculum Evaluation 
• Student Welfare 
• Class Elections 
* 
BEST WISHES TO THE 
CLASS OF 1974 
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OLIN WATER SERVICE 
LABORATORIES 
OLIN CORPORATION 
WATER TREATMENT 
SPECIALISTS 
169 West Wyoming Ave., Phila., Pa. 
(215) 455-4500 
MA 7·9049 MA 7·8737 
Joe's Bar & Cafe 
STEAKS & CHOPS - ITALIAN DISHES· SEA f"OOD 
BEER· WINES· LIQUORS 
132 50. BTH ST. • PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THREE GENERATION'S 
Compliments of 
Chestnut Hill Hospital 
8835 Germantown Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118 
One Stop Shopping 
for 
MEDICAL & NURSING BOOKS 
from 
All Publishers 
RllTENHOUSE BOOK 
DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
1706 Rittenhouse Square 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
(215) 545-4274 
ALFRED LOWRY & BRO. 
1200 Ferry Ave. Camden N.J. 
The Areas Finest Institutional Food 
Distributor Since 1878 
Distributors of canned fruits and vegetables, 
condiments, spices, baking supplies, janitorial 
supplies, and a complete line of Frozen foods, 
including portion controlled meats and fish 
PHONE WA 2-0737 
Business Furniture Company 
909 Walnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
R. S. McCRACKEN & SONS, INC. 
636 NORTH 13th ST 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19123 
Phone : (Area Code 215) 236-5151 
• Cryogenic Refrigerators , Dewars Freezers and 
Accessories 
• Cryosurgery Equipment 
• Cryogens 
HARRISBURG HOS PIT AL 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
Approved post-graduate training programs in Family Prac-
tice, Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Oral Surgery, 
Pathology, Pediatrics, Plastic Surgery, Radiology and 
Surgery 
Major affiliate of 
The Pennsylvania State University 
College of Medicine at Hershey 
For Further Information Contact: 
Thomas F. Fletcher, M.D. 
Director of Medical Affairs 
UNION ELECTRIC 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY 
Electrical Construction 
* 1708-10 Callowhill St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19130 
LOcust 3-3140 
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STUART PHARMACEUTICALS 
Division of ICI America Inc. 
Wilmington, Del. 19899 
AIR CONDITIONING• REFRIGERATION• HEATING 
ELLIOTT-LEWIS 
Corporation 
CLIMATE CONTROL DIVISION 
STANLEY G. WINNER 
General Service Manager 
2301 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
LO 9-3555 
FRED. S. JAMES & CO., INC. 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 
Insurance Brokers and Consuitants Since 1858 
841 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 215-923-6800 
Rosemont, Pa. West Chester, Pa. Harrisburg, Pa. 
215-525-9520 215-696-8112 717-232-0555 
THEODORE WIDING, CLU 
Financial Planning 
Pittsburgh. Pa 
412-CO 1-6615 
2044 Philadelphia National Bank Building 
Phila., Pa. 19107 
215-563-8262 
Z60 
WA 3-0882 WA 3-0312 
JEFFERSON DRUGS 
Complete Cosmetic Department 
Prescription Specialists 
N. E. Cor. 10th and Walnut Streets 
Compliments of 
Quaker Storage & Moving 
Co., Inc. 
901 Poplar Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
WESTERN 
Termite and Pest Control 
3310 West Chester Pike 
Newtown Square, Pa. 
353-5787 
Service to all of Phila., 
Suburban area, N.J., and Del. 
BONATSO'S FLOWER 
SHOPS 
Floral Arrangements 
Plants and Gardens 
11th and Sansom Streets 
Phila., Pa. 19107 
WA 5-7440 261 
HASYN FUNERAL HOME 
4244 Old York Road 
Phila., Pa. 19140 GL 5-1400 
4-U Company of America 
P.O. Box 4444 
Camden, N. J. 
BIO-SCIENCE 
LABORTORIES 
PHILADELPHIA BRANCH 
Specialized Diagnostic Laboratory 
Testing for Physicians and Hospitals 
114-116 So. Eighteenth St. 
Philadelphia, Pa., 19103 
LOcust 1-6900 
Why Settle 
for a good formal 
when we can rent or sell you 
a great formal 
SMALLS. 
Renters of anything you need 
to make you look good and feel better 
at your next formal occasion. 
1100 Walnut Street 
Phila., Penna. 
WA 3-1230 
MENDELSOHN-LUBECK 
&CO. 
Professional Insurance Service 
To The Jefferson 
Community 
GEORGE H. LUBECK, C.L.U. 
JACK R. MENDELSOHN, C.L.U. 
L04-1055 
al~e ;lllaa~ington ~oapital 
_,aslJington, Jmn•elbania 15301 
POST GRAD UATE MEDICAL EDUCATION 
A combined program offering a three-year Family Prac-
tice Residency and or a one year Rotating Internship. A 
well planned program both clinically and didactically. Pro-
gram is headed by Board Certified In te rnist. 
Over 16,000 admissions-2,000 births pe r year. 
All Patients in Teaching Program. 
Large Outpatient Load. 
Excellent working and living conditions . Modern fac-
ilities with 627 beds including Neuropsychiatric Unit , Car-
diac Intensive Care Unit, Intensive Care Unit , and an Ex-
tended Care Facility. 
Attractive remuneration; excellent housing. 
For more information , write the Chairman, Post Grad-
uate Medical Education. Personal visits to the Hospital are 
encouraged and welcomed. 
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Lehigh 
Airborne 
Thon et 
Directional 
Omni 
Knoll 
Metropolitan 
J.G. 
Sunar 
lnterlubke 
Arteluce 
Vecta 
Ward Bennett (Brickel) 
Stendig 
Koch & Lowy 
Steel Equipment 
George Kovacs 
uzan 
Imported furniture, lighting, 
accessories, interior design and 
corporate planning . 
Edwin Suzan, Inc. Reta il Division 
1728 Spruce Street . Philadelphia . 735-9220. 
dedicated to the continued 
advancement of health 
through drug research 
McNEIL LABORATORIES, INC. 
FORT WASHINGTON, PA. 
pharmaceutical manufacturers 
(McNEIL) 
If you are interested in in-
vesting as much as $2500 
annually, tax-free, in a re-
tirement trust, Fidelity has 
a prescription: our T.I.P. 
(Tax-deferred Investment 
Plan) for the self-employed. 
Pending legislation may in-
crease this tax-deduction. 
Write us or call Richard 
Bauzenberger, 375-8417. 
THE 
FIDELITY 
BANK 
Employee Benefits Division 
Broad & Walnut Streets 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19109 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation 
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BACK ISSUE PERIODICALS 
Medical-Scientific-Technical-Liberal Arts 
U.S. and Foreign 
Want lists for single issues, volumes and sets 
answered promptly. 
Reprints of single volumes and sets. 
Duplicates bought or exchanged. 
G. H. ARROW COMPANY 
S. E. Corner 4th and Brown Streets 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123 
Tel. 215-WA 2-3211 
HARRY SHAPIRO & SONS 
Hardware, Tools and Paints 
139-41 MARKET ST. 
PHILA., PA. 19106 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 
1973 GRADUATES 
OF THE 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 
FROM THE 
COLLEGE OF ALLIED 
HEALTH SCIENCES 
THOMAS JEFFERSON 
UNIVERSITY 264 
Compliments of 
PROFEXRAY 
DIVISION 
LITTON MEDICAL 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
2235 Orthodox Street 
Philadelphia, Penna. 
INSTITUTIONAL 
REAL ESTATE 
REQUIREMENTS 
receive the benefit of the more than 
half a century's experience of this 
nationally prominent real estate 
firm. A large professional staff is 
prepared at all times to render per-
sonal assistance and counsel to 
institutional executives. 
Call (215) KI 5-1400 
Albert M. Greenfield 1c Ca. 
INC 
The Complete Real Estate lnst1tut1on 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Mercy Hospital 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
MERIDIAN 
ENGINEERING, INC. 
1776 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 19103 
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When dining out becomes a 
special occasion ... 
The Stratford Garden 
Famous for fine food, gracious 
service and expertly-prepared 
cocktails. Popular prices. Dinner 
music 6:30 to 8:30 PM. 
The Hunt Room 
A quaint English Tavern. Lunch-
eon, Dinner and After Theater 
Snacks. Sunday liquor service 
I to IO PM. 
'"~ueStratfoid 
Broad Street at Walnut • PE 5-0700 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
APEX CARPET 
WORKROOM, INC. 
2040 W. Madison St. 
Phila., Pa. 19140 
BEST WISHES 
WEST CHEMICAL 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
49th and Grays Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
727-0500 
Congratulations and Welcome 
Class of 197 4 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 
TERMITES? Call TERMINIX 
1701 Parkway Phila., Pa. 
Serving Phila. and 
Suburbs for over 40 years. 
L07-1550 
KI3-6252 
LA5-8251 
T07-2118 
Compliments of 
SIEMEN'S CORP. 
Iselin, N.J. 08830 
TOM'S BAR 
912 Locust St. 
Frances, Owner-Al, Bartender 
OUR SPECIAL TIES 
Baked Ham, Roast Beef 
Sandwiches, Reasonably Priced 
Beer to take out. 
Friendly and Courteous Service 
PHONE: 922-0237 
MARTIN A. TAYLOR CO., INC. 
WHOLESALE JEWELERS 
1015 Chestnut Street 
Phila., Pa. 19107 
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, 
SILVERWARE 267 
DECKER'S 
STATIONERY STORES 
WA 3-1644 1216 Chestnut Street 
Cherry Hill Mall, N.J. NO 3-8622 
Open 11 A.M. to2 A.M. WA3-0272 
Serving Luncheon Dinner Cocktails 
N.E. Corner 
Cocktail Hour 10th & Sansom Streets 
4 pm to 6 pm Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
GREEK NITE-Thursday-Saturday 
Featuring LIVE MUSIC-Wednesday-Friday 
"At Le Pavilion, one of the oldest French restaurants 
in Philadelphia. ~hef George Jolly has established a 
reputation for the finest cuisine without unnecessarily 
exhorbitant prices. The decor is elegant, the dining 
rooms charming and intimate, and the service superb." 
DINNER: Mon.-Sat.-5:30-11 pm 
LUNCH: Tues.-Fri.-11:30-2 pm 
Banquet Facilities 
Le Pavilion 
203 S. 12th Street 
Reservations: WA 2-1319 
Diners Club/ American Express 
MELROSE 
WATERPROOFING 
COMPANY 
5312 Ridge Avenue 
Phila., Pa. 19128 
483-4849 
Congratulations 
To the 
Jeferson Class of 1974 
And Best Wishes for 
Successful Careers 
From the 
Students, Faculty, and Administration 
Of your Affiliate 
The 
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF 
PHARMACY AND 
SCIENCE 
"A man hath no better thing 
under the sun, than to eat, and 
to drink, and to be merry." 
at the convivial 
KITE & KEY 
Dining Room/ Cocktail Lounge 
Open 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Luncheon-Dinner-After Theatre Snacks 
Sunday Dinner and Cocktail Service 
1to10 p.m. 
Chestnut at Ninth• Philadelphia (215) 922-8600 
TRAIN AT SINAI-LIVE IN BALTIMORE 
For 107 years, Sinai Hospital of Baltimore has been ded-
icated to three institutional goals; patient care, education 
and research. During that period Sinai has trained thou-
sands of graduate physicians. 
Located on the border between Baltimore City and Balti-
more County, the Hospital is on a tree lined campus of 50 
acres. Sinai has 500 beds complemented by model Reha-
bilitation and Psychiatry centers. 300 patients enter the 
emergency and ambulatory services daily. Active trea tment 
programs for drug addiction and alcoholism are conducted 
by the Departments of Community Medicine and Psy-
chiatry. 
A highly competent attending staff shares with the House 
Staff responsibilities for the provision of care for a catch-
ment area of 250,000 pe rsons who comprise a mix of races 
and socio-economic strata. 
Thirteen chiefs of service and attending staff members 
hold teaching positions at Johns Hopkins University School 
of Medicine or the University of Maryland School of Medi-
cine. About 100 medical students receive training at Sinai 
during each academic year. 
Contact: 
Spencer Foreman , M. D., Executive Vice President 
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore Inc.-Baltimore, Md. 21215 
or call (301) 367-7800 ext. 8617 
BE SAFE WHEN YOU BUY! 
BESIDES SERVICE, YOU'LL ALSO GET A GOOD DEAL 
AND DISCOUNTS AT 
Kllil and 
11111111 
INC. 
FILM 
CAMERAS 
Darkroom Equipment 
SINCE 1922 
132 S. 11th Street 
WA 2·1216 
LOCUST BAR 
235 S. 10th Street 
Good Sandwhiches 
Good Beer 
Good Music 
MA7-8550 
Since 1918 T. Rosenstein 
~rtcraft~tcturejf ramtng 
11\tsigntrs ) MODERN AND 
<!&rtgt~ator~' { PERIOD FRAMES 
also . . special frames for mirrors 
1225 Walnut St.and diplomas Call WA 2-6590 c . 
CLINTON PHARMACY 
Free Delivery 
I. Edward Fine, Phg. 
1000 Spruce St. 
WA3-4066 
EDDIE'S CORNER 
107 S. 10th St. 
Phila., Pa. 19107 
Two Locations To Serve You 
BAIN' S CAFETERIA 
WA2-7473 
Est. 1910 
1024 Chestnut St. 
Phone 923-0533 
215 S. Broad St. 
Phone 545-3350 
If It's Photographic, You'll Find It At 
ROSENFELD'S 
Photographic Supplies, Inc. 
Specialists in Supplies and Apparatus 
for Clinical and Medical Photography 
Klngsley 5·4359 1304 Walnut Street 
"THE PLACE TO DINE WELL" 
German-American Luisine 
Bavarian Atmosphere 
Game in Season 
1214 Sansom St. Philadelphia, PA. 
Pioneer 3-2507 
Reservations: W A5-2772 
PROMPT SERVICE 
Always Looking for Business 
Rubbish & Dirt Removed on a Container, 
Rubbish & dirt removed on a container, load 
Monthly or Contract Basis 
AL HAWTHORNE 
S. E. Cor. Bath & Orthodox Sts. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19127 
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Enzymes for diagnosis 
Enzymes for research 
Enzymes for special uses 
WORTHINGTON 
WORTHINGTON 
BIOCHEMICAL CORPORATION 
Freehold, New Jersey 
WA 5-2535 
Imported Greek Grocery Items 
AMERICAN, GREEK ANO ORIENTAL PASTRl!:S 
BILL KATSANDONIS 
PROPRIETOR 
212 S. 1 lTH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19107 
ROBERTS 
DELI-RESTAURANT 
Party Trays 
Of All Types 
Delivery Service 
Pe-5-6342 Pe-5-9269 
205 S. 13th St. 
The Class of 197 4 
Would like to Thank 
BARRY STEIN 
and 
STEVEN PEIKIN 
For Their Time and 
Hard Work in Editing 
This Yearbook 
PACO PACKAGING, INCORPORATED 
7401 Central Highway 
Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109 
609/662-0996,215/922-2210 
A Complete Packaging Service 
For The Pharmaceutical Industry. 
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ELBO INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO. 
305 N. 6th St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 
Pipe-Valves-Fittings 
Heating-Plumbing Supplies 
Sarco Steam Specialties 
WA5-7720 
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ORTHO PHARMACEUTICALS 
Raritan, New Jersey 08869 
draperies 
are 
• expensive 
TRUST YOURS TO 
MANHEIM 
Drapery Cleaners & Flame Proofers 
FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
CALL 438-4116 i 
Best Wishes 
from 
Drapery Cleaning 
Flame Proofing 
New Custom Made 
Drapes 
CORCO CHEMICAL CORP. 
Tyburn Road and Cedar Lane 
Fairless Hills, Pa. 19030 
Hoechst is proud to have contributed 
nearly 100 years of patient-centered research, 
in the name of a long and honorable tradition 
to the service of medicine. 
REG TM fARBWERKE HOECHST 
HOECHST 
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 
ROUTE 202-206 NORTH 
SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY08876 
Major discoveries of Hoechst world-wide research include 
procaine, arsphenamine, mersalyl, tolbutamide, and furosemide. 
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS TO THE 
CLASS OF 1974 
FROM 
MONMOUTH MEDICAL CENTER 
Long Branch, N.J. 
An Affiliate of the 
Hahnemann Medical College 
andthe 
Rutgers Medical School 
Compliments of 
FINNAREN & HALEY, INC. 
MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS OF THE 
Best Bf DODJIQ' paiqf h)ltJWJJ! 
COLOR GARDENS IN PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY AND DELAWARE 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
M. SCHNOLL AND SONS, INC. 
3151-69 Weikel St. 
Phila., Pa. 19134 
Liebersons, Inc. 
Floor, Wall and Window Coverings 
130 North 10th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
WA5-7576 
PARKWAY CLINICAL LABORATORIES 
Almarc Corporation 
10890 Bustleton Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19116 
E. CLIFFORD DURELL & SON, Inc. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
3101 Mt. Cmrmel Avenue 
North Hills, Pa. 19038 
COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
LI 8-5554 - TU 7-3106 
llEl:1) 
I Quality 
Hospital 
Cubicle Curtains 
WEBB MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
291 O North 4th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19133 
Something 
To Celebrate 
In 1926, when the Sesqui-Centennial 
Exposition was staged in Philadelphia, 
Misericordia Hospital was then nearly a decade old. 
A compact 100-bed facility located in Southwest Philadelphia, 
it was a modest beginning for today's Mercy Catholic Medical 
Center. Now, a half-century later, the Center may point to an expansion 
that has more than kept pace with the growth of the community it serves. 
Presently, the Center is fourth-in-size in the nation's fourth city, an 800-bed 
facility serving an inner-city community at Misericordia; a suburban community 
in Darby, on the western metropolitan perimeter. 
For both interns and residents, the Center 
provides active training programs. There are full-
time directors in the Medical, Surgical, OB/GYN, 
Pediatrics, Radiology and Pathology Departments. A full 
teaching affiliation exists with the Jefferson Medical College of 
Thomas Jefferson University. Specialized research facilities are 
available. The Center has the clinical expertise and patient population to 
teach you how to care for the seriously ill. Applications for inclusion in the 
medical training programs may be directed to: 
Misericordia Hospital 
Division 
Norman N. Cohen, M.D. 
Chairman, Department of Medicine 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center 
Lansdowne A venue & Baily Road 
Darby, Pa. 19023 
~ 
MCMC 
\fl' Fitzgerald-Mercy Hospital Division 
Compliments 
of 
INTERSTATE BLOOD BANK INC. 
2503 N. Broad St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19132 
TALMAGE 
TGI~URS ~a"'"' 9 t1 
Offering Jefferson Hospital personnel and graduates 
a complete travel service 
AIR ... . 
SHIP .... 
HOTEL .. . 
It is our pleasure to be of service! • ~ 1223 Walnut Street 
• Philadelphia, Penna. 
Phone: (215) 923-7100 
(609) 967-4777 
Compliments of 
GRUNE & STRATTON INC. 
Medical Publishers 
111 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 
A bank for 
all seasons. 
•• 
GIRARD BANK 
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